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A common way to evaluate the time complexity of an algorithm is to use asymptotic worst-case analysis and to express
the cost of the computation as a function of the size of the input. However, for an incremental algorithm this kind of
analysis is sometimes not very informative. (By an “incremental algorithm,” we mean an algorithm for a dynamic
problem.) When the cost of the computation is expressed as a function of the size of the (current) input, several incremental algorithms that have been proposed run in time asymptotically no better, in the worst-case, than the time
required to perform the computation from scratch. Unfortunately, this kind of information is not very helpful if one
wishes to compare different incremental algorithms for a given problem.
This paper explores a different way to analyze incremental algorithms. Rather than express the cost of an
incremental computation as a function of the size of the current input, we measure the cost in terms of the sum of the
sizes of the changes in the input and the output. This change in approach allows us to develop a more informative
theory of computational complexity for dynamic problems.
An incremental algorithm is said to be bounded if the time taken by the algorithm to perform an update can be
bounded by some function of the sum of the sizes of the changes in the input and the output. A dynamic problem is
said to be unbounded with respect to a model of computation if it has no bounded incremental algorithm within that
model of computation. The paper presents new upper-bound results as well as new lower-bound results with respect to
a class of algorithms called the locally persistent algorithms. Our results, together with some previously known ones,
shed light on the organization of the complexity hierarchy that exists when dynamic problems are classified according
to their incremental complexity with respect to locally persistent algorithms. In particular, these results separate the
classes of polynomially bounded problems, inherently exponentially bounded problems, and unbounded problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A batch algorithm for computing a function f is an algorithm that, given some input x, computes the output
f (x). (In many applications, the “input” data x is some data structure, such as a tree, graph, or matrix,
while the “output” of the application, namely f (x), represents some “annotation” of the x data structure—a
mapping from more primitive elements that make up x, for example, graph vertices, to some space of
values.) The problem of incremental computation is concerned with keeping the output updated as the
input undergoes some changes. An incremental algorithm for computing f takes as input the “batch input”
x, the “batch output” f (x), possibly some auxiliary information, and the change in the “batch input” ∆ x.
The algorithm computes the new “batch output” f (x + ∆ x), where x + ∆ x denotes the modified input, and
updates the auxiliary information as necessary. A batch algorithm for computing f can obviously be used
as an incremental algorithm for computing f, but often small changes in the input cause only small changes
in the output and it would be more efficient to compute the new output from the old output rather than to
recompute the entire output from scratch.
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A common way to evaluate the computational complexity of algorithms is to use asymptotic worstcase analysis and to express the cost of the computation as a function of the size of the input. However, for
incremental algorithms, this kind of analysis is sometimes not very informative. For example, when the
cost of the computation is expressed as a function of the size of the (current) input, the worst-case complexity of several incremental graph algorithms is no better than that of an algorithm that performs the
computation from scratch [6, 8, 19, 24, 46]. In some cases (again with costs expressed as a function of the
size of the input), it has even been possible to show a lower-bound result for the problem itself, demonstrating that no incremental algorithm (subject to certain restrictions) for the problem can, in the worst case, run
in time asymptotically better than the time required to perform the computation from scratch [3, 15, 43].
For these reasons, worst-case analysis with costs expressed as a function of the size of the input is often not
of much help in making comparisons between different incremental algorithms.
This paper explores a different way to analyze the computational complexity of incremental algorithms. Instead of analyzing their complexity in terms of the size of the entire current input, we concentrate on analyzing incremental algorithms in terms of an adaptive parameter || δ || that captures the size of
the changes in the input and output. We focus on graph problems in which the input and output values can
be associated with vertices of the input graph; this lets us define CHANGED, the set of vertices whose
input or output values change. We denote the number of vertices in CHANGED by | δ | and the sum of the
number of vertices in CHANGED and the number of edges incident on some vertex in CHANGED by
|| δ || . (A more formal definition of these parameters appears in Section 2.)
There are two very important points regarding the parameter CHANGED that we would like to be
sure that the reader understands:
(1)

(2)

Do not confuse CHANGED, which characterizes the amount of work that it is absolutely necessary
to perform for a given dynamic problem, with quantities that reflect the updating costs for various
internal data structures that store auxiliary information used by a particular algorithm for the
dynamic problem. The parameter CHANGED represents the updating costs that are inherent to the
dynamic problem itself.
CHANGED is not known a priori. At the moment the incremental-updating process begins, only the
change in the input is known. By contrast, the change in output is unknown—and hence so is
CHANGED; both the change in the output and CHANGED are completely revealed only at the end
of the updating process itself.

The approach used in this paper is to analyze the complexity of incremental algorithms in terms of
|| δ || . An incremental algorithm is said to be bounded if, for all input data-sets and for all changes that can
be applied to an input data-set, the time it takes to update the output solution depends only on the size of
the change in the input and output (i.e., || δ || ), and not on the size of the entire current input. Otherwise,
an incremental algorithm is said to be unbounded. A problem is said to be bounded (unbounded) if it has
(does not have) a bounded incremental algorithm. The use of || δ || , as opposed to | δ | , in the above
definitions allows the complexity of a bounded algorithm to depend on the degree to which the set of vertices whose values change are connected to vertices with unchanged values. Such a dependence turns out
to be natural in the problems we study.
In addition to the specific results that we have obtained on particular dynamic graph problems (see
below), our work illustrates a new principle that algorithm designers should bear in mind:
Algorithms for dynamic problems can sometimes be fruitfully analyzed in terms of the parameter || δ ||

This idea represents a modest paradigm shift, and provides another arrow in the algorithm designer’s
quiver. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the utility of this approach by applying it to a collection of
different graph problems.
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The advantage of this approach stems from the fact that the parameter || δ || is an adaptive parameter, one that varies from 1 to | E(G) | + | V (G) | , where | E(G) | denotes the number of edges in the graph
and | V (G) | denotes the number of vertices in the graph. This is similar to the use of adaptive parameter
| E(G) | + | V (G) | —which ranges from | V (G) | to | V (G) | 2 —to describe the running time of depth-first
search. Note that if allowed to use only the parameter | V (G) | , one would have to express the complexity
of depth-first search as O ( | V (G) | 2 )—which provides less information than the usual description of
depth-first search as an O ( | E(G) | + | V (G) | ) algorithm.
An important advantage of using || δ || is that it enables us to make distinctions between different
incremental algorithms when it would not be possible to do so using worst-case analysis in terms of parameters such as | V (G) | and | E(G) | . For instance, when the cost of the computation is expressed as a function of the size of the (current) input, all incremental algorithms that have been proposed for updating the
solution to the (various versions of the) shortest-path problem after the deletion of a single edge run in time
asymptotically no better, in the worst-case, than the time required to perform the computation from scratch.
Spira and Pan [43], in fact, show that no incremental algorithm for the shortest path problem with positive
edge lengths can do better than the best batch algorithm, under the assumption that the incremental algorithm retains only the shortest-paths information. In other words, with the usual way of analyzing incremental algorithms—worst-case analysis in terms of the size of the current input—no incremental shortestpath algorithm would appear to be any better than merely employing the best batch algorithm to recompute
shortest paths from scratch! In contrast, the incremental algorithm for the problem presented in this paper
is bounded and runs in time O ( || δ || + | δ | log | δ | ), whereas any batch algorithm for the same problem will
be an unbounded incremental algorithm.
The goal of distinguishing the time complexity of incremental algorithms from the time complexity
of batch algorithms is sometimes achieved by using amortized-cost analysis. However, as Carroll
observes,
An algorithm with bad worst-case complexity will have good amortized complexity only if there is something about the
problem being updated, or about the way in which we update it, or about the kinds of updates which we allow, that precludes pathological updates from happening frequently [7].

For instance, Ausiello et al. use amortized-cost analysis to obtain a better bound on the time complexity of
a semi-dynamic algorithm they present for maintaining shortest paths in a graph as the graph undergoes a
sequence of edge insertions [2]. However, in the fully dynamic version of the shortest-path problem,
where both edge insertions and edge deletions are allowed, “pathological” input changes can occur frequently in a sequence of input changes. That is, when costs are expressed as a function of the size of the
input, the amortized-cost complexity of algorithms for the fully dynamic version of the shortest-path problem will not, in general, be better than their worst-case complexity. Thus, the concept of boundedness permits us to distinguish between different incremental algorithms in cases where amortized analysis is of no
help.
The question of amortized-cost analysis versus worst-case analysis is really orthogonal to the question studied in this paper. In the paper we demonstrate that it can be fruitful to analyze the complexity of
incremental algorithms in terms of the adaptive parameter || δ || , rather than in terms of the size of the
current input. Although it happens that we use worst-case analysis in establishing all of the results
presented, in principle there could exist problems for which a better bound (in terms of || δ || ) would be
obtained if amortized analysis were used.
The utility of our approach is illustrated by the specific results presented in this paper:
(1) We establish several new upper-bound results: for example, the single-sink shortest-path problem with
positive edge lengths (SSSP>0), the all-pairs shortest-path problem with positive edge lengths
(APSP>0), and the circuit-annotation problem (see Section 3.2) are shown to have bounded incremental complexity. SSSP>0 and APSP>0 are shown to have O ( || δ || + | δ | log | δ | ) incremental algo-
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rithms; the circuit-annotation problem is shown to have an O (2 | | δ | | ) incremental algorithm1.
(2) We establish several new lower-bound results, where the lower bounds are established with respect to
the class of locally persistent algorithms, which was originally defined by Alpern et al. in [1].
Whereas Alpern et al. show the existence of a problem that has an exponential lower bound in || δ || ,
we are able to demonstrate that more difficult problems exist (from the standpoint of incremental computation). In particular, we show that there are problems for which there is no bounded locally persistent incremental algorithm (i.e., that there exist unbounded problems).
We show that the class of unbounded problems contains many problems of great practical importance, such as the closed-semiring path problems in directed graphs and the meet-semilattice data-flow
analysis problems.
(3) Our results, together with the results of Alpern et al. cited above, shed light on the organization of the
complexity hierarchy that exists when dynamic problems are classified according to their incremental
complexity with respect to locally persistent algorithms. In particular, these results separate the
classes of polynomially bounded problems, inherently exponentially bounded problems, and
unbounded problems. The computational-complexity hierarchy for dynamic problems is depicted in
Figure 11. (See Section 5).
An interesting aspect of this complexity hierarchy is that it separates problems that, at first glance, are
apparently very similar. For example, SSSP>0 is polynomially bounded, yet the very similar problem
SSSP≥0 (in which 0-length edges are also permitted) is unbounded. Some other related results have been
left out of this paper due to length considerations, including a generalization of the above-mentioned lower
bound proofs to a much more powerful model of computation than the class of locally persistent algorithms, and a generalization of the incremental algorithm for the shortest-path problem to a more general
class of problems. (See [29].)
The remainder of the paper is organized into five sections. Section 2 introduces terminology and
notation. Section 3 presents bounded incremental algorithms for three problems: SSSP>0, APSP>0, and
the circuit-annotation problem. Section 4 concerns lower-bound results, where lower bounds are established with respect to locally persistent algorithms. The results from Sections 3 and 4, together with some
previously known results, shed light on the organization of the complexity hierarchy that exists when
incremental-computation problems are classified according to their incremental complexity with respect to
locally persistent algorithms. This complexity hierarchy is presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses how
the results reported in this paper relate to previous work on incremental computation and incremental algorithms.
2. Terminology
We now formulate a notion of the “size of the change in input and output” that is applicable to the class of
graph problems in which the input consists of a graph G, and possibly some information (such as a real
value) associated with each vertex or edge of the graph, and the output consists of a value SG (u) for each
vertex u of the graph G. (For instance, in SSSP>0, SG (u) is the length of the shortest path from vertex u to
a distinguished vertex, denoted by sink (G).) Thus, each vertex/edge in the graph may have an associated
input value, and each vertex in the graph has an associated output value.

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
1

This complexity measure holds for the circuit-annotation problem under certain assumptions explained in Section 3.3. Under less restricted assumptions, the circuit-annotation problem has an O ( || δ || 2 | | δ | | ) incremental algorithm [29].
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A directed graph G = (V (G), E (G)) consists of a set of vertices V (G) and a set of edges E (G),
where E (G) ⊆ V (G) × V (G). An edge (b,c) ∈ E (G), where b, c ∈ V (G), is said to be directed from b to
c, and will be more mnemonically denoted by b → c. We say that b is the source of the edge, that c is the
target, that b is a predecessor of c, and that c is a successor of b. A vertex b is said to be adjacent to a
vertex c if b is a successor or predecessor of c. The set of all successors of a vertex a in G is denoted by
SuccG (a), while the set of all predecessors of a in G is denoted by PredG (a). If K is a set of vertices, then
SuccG (K) denotes ∪ SuccG (a), and PredG (K) is similarly defined. Given a set K of vertices in a graph G,
a∈K

the neighborhood of K, denoted by NG (K), is defined be the set of all vertices that are in K or are adjacent
to some vertex in K: NG (K) = K ∪ SuccG (K) ∪ PredG (K). The set N iG (K) is defined inductively to be
NG (N iG−1 (K)), where N 0G (K) = K.
For any set of vertices K, we will denote the cardinality of K by both | K | and VK . For our purposes, a more useful measure of the “size” of K is the extended size of K, which is defined as follows: Let
EK be the number of edges that have at least one endpoint in K. The extended size of K (of order 1),
denoted by || K || 1,G or just || K || , is defined to be VK + EK . In other words, || K || is the sum of the number
of vertices in K and the number of edges with an endpoint in K. The extended size of K of order i, denoted
by || K || i,G or just || K || i , is defined to be VN (K) + EN (K) —in other words, it is the extended size of
N i −1 (K). In this paper, we are only ever concerned with the extended size of order 1, except in a couple of
places where the extended size of order 2 is required.
We restrict our attention to “unit changes”: changes that modify the information associated with a
single vertex or edge, or that add or delete a single vertex or edge. We denote by G+δ the graph obtained
by making a change δ to graph G. A vertex u in G or G+δ is said to have been modified by δ if δ inserted
or deleted u, or modified the input value associated with u, or inserted or deleted some edge incident on u,
or modified the information associated with some edge incident on u. The set of all modified vertices in
G+δ will be denoted by MODIFIEDG,δ . Note that this set captures the change in the input. A vertex in
G+δ is said to be an affected vertex either if it is a newly inserted vertex or if its output value in G+δ is
different from its output value in G. Let AFFECTEDG,δ denote the set of all affected vertices in G+δ.
This set captures the change in the output.
We define CHANGEDG,δ to be
MODIFIEDG,δ ∪ AFFECTEDG,δ . This set, which we occasionally abbreviate further to just δ, captures the
change in the input and output. The subscripts of the various terms defined above will be dropped if no
confusion is likely.
We use || MODIFIED || i,G+δ as a measure of the size of the change in input, || AFFECTED || i,G+δ as
a measure of the size of the change in output, and || CHANGED || i,G+δ , which we abbreviate to || δ || i , as a
measure of the size of the change in the input and output. An omitted subscript i implies a value of 1.
In summary, | δ | denotes V δ , the number of vertices that are modified or affected, while || δ ||
denotes V δ + E δ , where E δ is the number of edges that have at least one endpoint that is modified or
affected.
An incremental algorithm for a problem P takes as input a graph G, the solution to graph G, possibly some auxiliary information, and input change δ. The algorithm computes the solution for the new
graph G+δ and updates the auxiliary information as necessary. The time taken to perform this update step
may depend on G, δ, and the auxiliary information. An incremental algorithm is said to be bounded if, for
a fixed value of i, we can express the time taken for the update step entirely as a function of the parameter
i −1

i −1
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|| δ || i,G (as opposed to other parameters, such as | V (G) | or | G | ).2 It is said to be unbounded if its running time can be arbitrarily large for fixed || δ || i,G . A problem is said to be bounded (unbounded) if it has
(does not have) a bounded incremental algorithm.
3. Upper-bound Results: Three Bounded Dynamic Problems
This section concerns three new upper-bound results. In particular, bounded incremental algorithms are
presented for the single-sink shortest-path problem with positive edge weights (SSSP>0), the all-pairs
shortest-path problem with positive edge weights (APSP>0), and the circuit-annotation problem. SSSP>0
and APSP>0 are shown to be polynomially bounded; the circuit-annotation problem is shown to be
exponentially bounded.
3.1. The Incremental Single-Sink Shortest-Path Problem
The input for SSSP>0 consists of a directed graph G with a distinguished vertex sink (G). Every edge
u → v in the graph has a positive real-valued length, which we denote by length (u → v). The length of a
path is defined to be the sum of the lengths of the edges in the path. We are interested in computing
dist (u), the length of the shortest path from u to sink (G), for every vertex u in the graph. If there is no
path from a vertex u to sink (G) then dist (u) is defined to be infinity.
This section concerns the problem of updating the solution to an instance of the SSSP>0 problem
after a unit change is made to the graph. The insertion or deletion of an isolated vertex can be processed
trivially and will not be discussed here. We present algorithms for performing the update after a single
edge is deleted from or inserted into the edge set of G. The operations of inserting an edge and decreasing
the length of an edge are equivalent in the following sense: The insertion of an edge can be considered as
the special case of an edge length being decreased from ∞ to a finite value, while the case of a decrease in
an edge length can be considered as the insertion of a new edge parallel to the relevant edge. The operations of deleting an edge and increasing an edge length are similarly equivalent. Consequently, the algorithms we present here can be directly adapted for performing the update after a change in the length of an
edge.
Proposition 1. SSSP>0 has a bounded incremental algorithm. In particular, there exists an algorithm
DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 that can process the deletion of an edge in time O ( || δ || + | δ | log | δ | ) and there exists
an algorithm InsertEdgeSSSP>0 that can process the insertion of an edge in time O ( || δ || + | δ | log | δ | ).
Though we have defined the incremental SSSP>0 problem to be that of maintaining the lengths of
the shortest paths to the sink, the algorithms we present maintain the shortest paths as well. An edge in the
graph is said to be an SP edge iff it occurs on some shortest path to the sink. Thus, an edge u → v is an SP
edge iff dist (u) = length (u → v) + dist (v). A subgraph T of G is said to be a (single-sink) shortest-paths
tree for the given graph G with sink sink (G) if (i) T is a (directed) tree rooted at sink (G), (ii) V (T) is the
set of all vertices that can reach sink (G) in G, and (iii) every edge in T is an SP edge. Thus, for every vertex u in V (T), the unique path in T from u to sink (G) is a shortest path.
The set of all SP edges of the graph, which we denote by SP (G), induces a subgraph of the given
graph, which we call the shortest-paths subgraph. We will occasionally denote the shortest-paths subgraph
also by SP (G). Note that a path from some vertex u to the sink vertex is a shortest path iff it occurs in
SP (G) (i.e., iff all the edges in that path occur in SP (G)). Since all edges in the graph are assumed to have
a positive length, any shortest path in the graph must be acyclic. Consequently, SP (G) is a directed acyclic

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
2

Note that we use the uniform-cost measure in analyzing the complexity of the steps of an algorithm.
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graph (DAG). As we will see later, this is what enables us to process input changes in a bounded fashion.
If zero length edges are allowed, then SP (G) can have cycles, and the algorithms we present in this section
will not work correctly in all instances.
Our incremental algorithm for SSSP>0 works by maintaining the shortest-path subgraph SP (G).
We will also find it useful to maintain the outdegree of each vertex u in the subgraph SP (G).
3.1.1. Deletion of an Edge
The update algorithm for edge deletion is given as procedure DeleteEdge SSSP>0 in Figure 1.
We will find it useful in the following discussion to introduce the concept of an affected edge. An
SP edge x → y is said to be affected by the deletion of the edge v → w if there exists no path in the new
graph from x to the sink that makes use of the edge x → y and has a length equal to distold (x). It is easily
seen that x → y is an affected SP edge iff y is an affected vertex. On the other hand, any vertex x other
than v (the source of the deleted edge) is an affected vertex iff all SP edges going out of x are affected
edges. The vertex v itself is an affected vertex iff v → w is the only SP edge going out of vertex v.
The algorithm for updating the solution (and SP (G)) after the deletion of an edge works in two
phases. The first phase (lines [4]−[14]) computes the set of all affected vertices and affected edges and
removes the affected edges from SP (G), while the second phase (lines [15]−[30]) computes the new output
value for all the affected vertices and updates SP (G) appropriately.
Phase 1: Identifying affected vertices
A vertex’s dist value increases due to the deletion of edge v → w iff all shortest paths from the vertex to sink (G) make use of edge v → w. In other words, if SP (G) denotes the SP DAG of the original
graph, then the set of affected vertices is precisely the set of vertices that can reach the sink in SP (G) but
not in SP (G) − {v → w}, the DAG obtained by deleting edge v → w from SP (G).
Thus, Phase 1 is essentially an incremental algorithm for the single-sink reachability problem in
DAGs that updates the solution after the deletion of an edge. The algorithm is very similar to the topological sorting algorithm. It maintains a set of vertices (WorkSet) that have been identified as being affected
but have not yet been processed. Initially v is added to this set if v → w is the only SP edge going out of v.
The vertices in WorkSet are processed one by one. When a vertex u is processed, all SP edges coming into
u are removed from SP (G) since they are affected edges. During this process some vertices may be
identified as being affected (because there no longer exists any SP edge going out of those vertices) and
may be added to the workset.
We maintain outdegreeSP (x), the number of SP edges going out of vertex x, so that the tests in lines
[3] and [12] can be performed in constant time. We have not discussed how the subgraph SP (G) is maintained. If SP (G) is represented by maintaining (adjacency) lists at each vertex of all incoming and outgoing SP edges, then it is not necessary to maintain outdegreeSP (x) separately, since outdegreeSP (x) is zero iff
the list of outgoing SP edges is empty. Alternatively, we can save storage by not maintaining SP (G) explicitly. Given any edge x → y, we can check if that edge is in SP (G) in constant time, by checking if
dist (x) = length (x → y) + dist (y). In this case, however, it is necessary to maintain outdegreeSP (x) or else
the cost of Phase 1 increases to O ( || δ || 2 ).
We now analyze the time complexity of Phase 1. The loop in lines [7]−[14] performs exactly
| AFFECTED | iterations, once for each affected vertex u. The iteration corresponding to vertex u takes
time O ( | Pred (u) | ). Consequently, the running time of Phase 1 is O (
Σ | Pred (u) | ) =
u ∈ AFFECTED

O ( || AFFECTED || ). If we choose to maintain the SP DAG explicitly, then the running time is actually
linear in the extended size of AFFECTED in the SP DAG, which can be less than the extended size of
AFFECTED in the graph G itself.
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procedure DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 (G, v → w)
declare
G: a directed graph;
v → w: an edge to be deleted from G
WorkSet, AffectedVertices: sets of vertices;
PriorityQueue: a heap of vertices
a, b, c, u, v, w, x, y: vertices
preconditions
SP (G) is the shortest-paths subgraph of G
∀ v ∈ V (G), outdegreeSP (v) is the outdegree of vertex v in the shortest-paths subgraph SP (G)
∀ v ∈ V (G), dist (v) is the length of the shortest path from v to sink (G)
begin
[1]
if v → w ∈ SP (G) then
[2]
Remove edge v → w from SP (G) and from E (G) and decrement outdegreeSP (v)
[3]
if outdegreeSP (v) = 0 then
[4]
/* Phase 1: Identify the affected vertices and remove the affected edges from SP (G) */
[5]
WorkSet := { v }
[6]
AffectedVertices := ∅
[7]
while WorkSet ≠ ∅ do
[8]
Select and remove a vertex u from WorkSet
[9]
Insert vertex u into AffectedVertices
[10]
for every vertex x such that x → u ∈ SP (G) do
[11]
Remove edge x → u from SP (G) and decrement outdegreeSP (x)
[12]
if outdegreeSP (x) = 0 then Insert vertex x into WorkSet fi
[13]
od
[14]
od
[15]
/* Phase 2: Determine new distances from affected vertices to sink (G) and update SP (G). */
[16]
PriorityQueue := ∅
[17]
for every vertex a ∈ AffectedVertices do
[18]
dist (a) := min ({ length (a → b) + dist (b) |
a → b ∈ E (G) and b ∉ AffectedVertices) } ∪ { ∞ })
[19]
if dist (a) ≠ ∞ then InsertHeap(PriorityQueue, a, dist (a)) fi
[20]
od
[21]
while PriorityQueue ≠ ∅ do
[22]
a := FindAndDeleteMin(PriorityQueue)
[23]
for every vertex b ∈ Succ(a) such that length (a → b) + dist (b) = dist (a) do
[24]
Insert edge a → b into SP (G) and increment outdegreeSP (a)
[25]
od
[26]
for every vertex c ∈ Pred(a) such that length (c → a) + dist (a) < dist (c) do
[27]
dist (c) := length (c → a) + dist (a)
[28]
AdjustHeap( PriorityQueue, c, dist (c))
[29]
od
[30]
od
[31]
fi
[32] else Remove edge v → w from E (G)
[33] fi
end
postconditions
SP (G) is the shortest-paths subgraph of G
∀ v ∈ V (G), outdegreeSP (v) is the outdegree of vertex v in the shortest-paths subgraph SP (G)
∀ v ∈ V (G), dist (v) is the length of the shortest path from v to sink (G)

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Figure 1. An algorithm to update the SSSP>0 solution and SP (G) after the deletion of an edge.
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Phase 2: Determining new distances for affected vertices and updating SP (G)
Phase 2 of DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 is an adaptation of Dijkstra’s batch shortest-path algorithm that uses priorityfirst search [42] to compute the new dist values for the affected vertices.
Consider Figure 2. Assume that for every vertex y in set A the length of the shortest path from y to
the sink is known and is given by dist (y). We need to compute the length of the shortest path from x to the
sink for every vertex x in the set of remaining vertices, B. Consider the graph obtained by “condensing” A
to a new sink vertex: that is, we replace the set of vertices A by a new sink vertex s, and replace every edge
x → y from a vertex x in B to a vertex y in A by an edge x → s of length length (x → y) + dist (y). The
given problem reduces to the SSSP problem for this reduced graph, which can be solved using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. Phase 2 of our algorithm works essentially this way.
Before we analyze the complexity of Phase 2, we explain the heap operations we make use of in the
algorithm. The operation InsertHeap (H,i,k) inserts an item i into heap H with a key k. The operation
FindAndDeleteMin (H) returns the item in heap H that has the minimum key and deletes it from the heap.
The operation AdjustHeap (H,i,k) inserts an item i into Heap with key k if i is not in Heap, and changes the
key of item i in Heap to k if i is in Heap. In this algorithm, AdjustHeap either inserts an item into the heap,
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Figure 2. Phase 2 of DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 . Let A be the set of unaffected vertices and let B be the set of affected vertices.
The correct dist value is known for every vertex in A and the new dist value has to be computed for every vertex in B.
This problem can be reduced to a batch instance of the SSSP>0 problem, namely the SSSP>0 problem for the graph
obtained as follows: we take the subgraph induced by the set B of vertices, introduce a new sink vertex, and for every
edge x → y from a vertex in B to a vertex outside B, we add an edge from x to the new sink vertex, with length
length (x → y) + dist (y).
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or decreases the key of an item in the heap.
The complexity of Phase 2 depends on the type of heap we use. We assume that PriorityQueue is
implemented as a relaxed heap (see [12]). Both insertion of an item into a relaxed heap and decreasing the
key of an item in a relaxed heap cost O (1) time, while finding and deleting the item with the minimum key
costs O (log p) time, where p is the number of items in the heap.
The loop in lines [21]-[30] iterates at most | AFFECTED | times. An affected vertex a is processed
in each iteration, but not all affected vertices may be processed. In particular, affected vertices that can no
longer reach the sink vertex will not be processed. Each iteration takes O ( || {a} || ) time for lines [23]-[29],
and O (log | AFFECTED | ) time for the heap operation in line [22]. Hence, the running time of Phase 2 is
O ( || AFFECTED || + | AFFECTED | log | AFFECTED | ).
It follows from the bounds on the running time of Phase 1 and Phase 2 that the total running time of
DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 is bounded by O ( || AFFECTED || + | AFFECTED | log | AFFECTED | ), which is
O ( || δ || + | δ | log | δ | ).
3.1.2. Insertion of an Edge
We now turn to the problem of updating distances and the set SP (G) after an edge v → w with length c is
inserted into G. The algorithm for this problem, procedure InsertEdge SSSP>0 , is presented in Figure 4. (The
algorithm presented works correctly even if the length of the newly inserted edge is non-positive as long as
all edges in the original graph have a positive length and the new edge does not introduce a cycle of negative length. This will be important in generalizing our incremental algorithm to handle edges of nonpositive lengths. See Section 3.1.3.)
The algorithm is based on the following characterization of the region of affected vertices, which
enables the updating to be performed in a bounded fashion. If the insertion of edge v → w causes u to be
an affected vertex, then any new shortest path from u to sink (G) must consist of a shortest path from u to v,
followed by the edge v → w, followed by a shortest path from w to sink (G). In particular, a vertex u is
affected iff dist (u,v) + length (v → w) + distold (w) < distold (u), where dist (u,v) is the length of the shortest path from u to v in the new graph, and distold refers to the lengths of the shortest paths to the sink in the
graph before the insertion of the edge v → w. The new dist value for an affected vertex u is given by
dist (u,v) + length (v → w) + distold (w).
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Figure 3. T is a shortest-path tree for sink v. If x is an affected vertex, then u, the parent of x in T, must also be an affected vertex. Hence, the set of all vertices affected by the insertion of the edge v → w forms a connected subtree at
the root of T.
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Consider T, a single-sink shortest-path tree for the vertex v. Let x be any vertex, and let u be the
parent of x in T. (See Figure 3.) If x is an affected vertex, then u must also be an affected vertex: otherwise, there must exist some shortest path P from u to sink (G) that does not contain edge v → w; the path
consisting of the edge x → u followed by P is then a shortest path from x to sink (G) that does not contain
edge v → w; hence, x cannot be an affected vertex, contradicting our assumption. In other words, any
ancestor (in T) of an affected vertex must also be an affected vertex. The set of all affected vertices must,
hence, form a connected subtree of T at the root of T.
The algorithm works by using an adaptation of Dijkstra’s algorithm to construct the part of the tree
T restricted to the affected vertices (the shaded part of T in Figure 3) in lines [3]-[6], [10], [11], and [16][19]. As in Dijkstra’s algorithm, the keys of vertices in PriorityQueue indicate distances from u to v. However, unlike in Dijkstra’s algorithm, these distances are available only indirectly; the distance annotation at
u (i.e., dist (u)) indicates the distance from u to sink (G), not that from u to v. Appropriate adjustments are
made in line [6]—the key for vertex v is 0—and in line [19]—the key for vertex u is dist (x) − dist (u).
When the vertex u is selected from PriorityQueue in line [11], its priority is nothing but dist (u,v).
In a normal implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm, every predecessor x of u would then be examined (as
in the loop in lines [16]-[23]), and its priority in PriorityQueue would be adjusted if length (x → u) +
dist (u,v) was less than the length of the shortest path found so far from x to v. Here, we instead adjust the
priority of x or insert it into PriorityQueue only if length (x → u) + dist (u) is less than dist (x): that is, only
if edge x → u followed by a shortest path from u to sink (G) yields a path shorter than the shortest path
currently known from x to sink (G). In other words, a vertex x is added to PriorityQueue only if it is an
affected vertex. In effect, the algorithm avoids constructing the unshaded part of the tree T in Figure 3.
During this process, the set of all affected vertices is identified and every affected vertex is assigned
its correct value finally. If v is affected, it is assigned its correct value in line [5]; any other affected vertex
x will be assigned its correct value in line [18]. Simultaneously, the algorithm also updates the set of edges
SP (G) as follows. If v is unaffected but v → w becomes an SP edge, it is added to SP (G) in line [8].
Similarly any edge x → u that becomes an SP edge, while x is unaffected, is identified and added to SP (G)
in line [21]. For any affected vertex u, an edge u → x directed away from u can change its SP edge status.
These changes are identified and made to SP (G) in lines [12]-[15].
Note that unlike procedure DeleteEdge SSSP>0 , in which the process of identifying which vertices are
members of AFFECTED and the process of updating dist values are separated into separate phases, in procedure InsertEdgeSSSP>0 the identification of AFFECTED is interleaved with updating. Observe, too, that
the algorithm works correctly even if the length of the newly inserted edge is negative, as long as all other
edges have a positive length and the new edge does not introduce a cycle of negative length. The reason is
that we require edges to have a non-negative length only in the (partial) construction of the tree T. But in
constructing a shortest-path tree for some sink vertex, one can always ignore edges going out of the sink
vertex, as long as there are no negative length cycles. Consequently, it is immaterial, in the construction of
T, whether length (v → w) is negative or not.
We now analyze the time complexity of InsertEdgeSSSP>0 . The loop in lines [10]-[24] iterates once
for every affected vertex u. Each iteration takes time O (log | AFFECTED | ) for line [11] and time
O ( || {u} || ) for lines [12]-[23]. Note that the AdjustHeap operation in line [19] either inserts a vertex into
the heap or decreases the key of a vertex in the heap. Hence it costs only O (1) time. Thus, the running
time of procedure InsertEdge SSSP>0 is O ( || AFFECTED || + | AFFECTED | log | AFFECTED | ), which is
O ( || δ || + | δ | log | δ | ).
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procedure InsertEdgeSSSP>0 (G, v → w, c)
declare
G: a directed graph
v → w: an edge to be inserted in G
c: a positive real number indicating the length of edge v → w
PriorityQueue: a heap of vertices
preconditions
SP (G) is the shortest-paths subgraph of G
∀ v ∈ V (G), outdegreeSP (v) is the outdegree of vertex v in the shortest-paths subgraph SP (G)
∀ v ∈ V (G), dist (v) is the length of the shortest path from v to sink (G)
begin
[1]
Insert edge v → w into E (G)
[2]
length (v → w) := c
[3]
PriorityQueue := ∅
[4]
if length (v → w) + dist (w) < dist (v) then
[5]
dist (v) := length (v → w) + dist (w)
[6]
InsertHeap(PriorityQueue, v, 0)
[7]
else if length (v → w) + dist (w) = dist (v) then
[8]
Insert v → w into SP (G) and increment outdegreeSP (v)
[9]
fi
[10] while PriorityQueue ≠ ∅ do
[11]
u := FindAndDeleteMin(PriorityQueue)
[12]
Remove all edges of SP (G) directed away from u and set outdegreeSP (u) = 0
[13]
for every vertex x ∈ Succ(u) do
[14]
if length (u → x) + dist (x) = dist (u) then Insert u → x into SP (G) and increment outdegreeSP (u) fi
[15]
od
[16]
for every vertex x ∈ Pred(u) do
[17]
if length (x → u) + dist (u) < dist (x) then
[18]
dist (x) := length (x → u) + dist (u)
[19]
AdjustHeap(PriorityQueue, x, dist (x) − dist (v))
[20]
else if length (x → u) + dist (u) = dist (x) then
[21]
Insert x → u into SP (G) and increment outdegreeSP (x)
[22]
fi
[23]
od
[24] od
end
postconditions
SP (G) is the shortest-paths subgraph of G
∀ v ∈ V (G), outdegreeSP (v) is the outdegree of vertex v in the shortest-paths subgraph SP (G)
∀ v ∈ V (G), dist (v) is the length of the shortest path from v to sink (G)

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Figure 4. An algorithm to update the SSSP>0 solution and SP (G) after the insertion of an edge v → w into graph G.

3.1.3. Incremental Updating in the Presence of Negative Edge-Lengths
We now briefly discuss the problem of updating the solution to the single-sink shortest-path problem in the
presence of edges of non-positive lengths. The obstacle to obtaining a bounded incremental algorithm for
this generalized problem is the presence of cycles of length zero, and not edges of negative lengths. We
show in Section 4.2 that there exists no bounded locally persistent incremental algorithm for maintaining
shortest paths if 0-length cycles are allowed in the graph. However, bounded locally persistent incremental
algorithms do exist for the dynamic SSSP-Cycle>0 problem: the single-sink shortest-path problem in
graphs where edges may have arbitrary length but all cycles have positive length.
The algorithms DeleteEdge SSSP>0 and InsertEdgeSSSP>0 work correctly even in the presence of 0length edges as long as there are no 0-length cycles. These algorithms do not work correctly in the presence of negative-length edges for the same reasons that Dijkstra’s algorithm does not. However, a simple
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modification to DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 yields an algorithm for updating the solution to the SSSP-Cycle>0 problem after the deletion of an edge (with no change in the time-complexity). A similar modification to
InsertEdgeSSSP>0 yields an algorithm for updating the solution to the SSSP-Cycle>0 problem after the insertion of an edge u → v, as long as the sink vertex was already reachable from vertex u. These generalizations are based on the technique of Edmonds and Karp for transforming the length of every edge in a graph
to a non-negative real without changing the graph’s shortest paths [13, 44], and are described in [28, 29].
The above techniques for updating the solution to the SSSP-Cycle>0 problem fail for only one type
of input change, namely the insertion of an edge u → v that creates a path from u to the sink vertex where
no path existed before. However, even such an input modification can be handled in time O ( || δ || . | δ | ) by
using an adaptation of the Bellman-Ford algorithm for the shortest-paths problem. (See [29].)
3.2. The Dynamic All-Pairs Shortest-Path Problem
This section concerns a bounded incremental algorithm for a version of the dynamic all-pairs shortest-path
problem with positive-length edges (APSP>0).
We will assume that the vertices of G are indexed from 1 . . | V (G) | . APSP>0 involves computing
the entries of a distance matrix, dist[1 . . | V (G) | , 1 . . | V (G) | ], where entry dist[i, j ] represents the length
of the shortest path in G from vertex i to vertex j. It is also useful to think of this information as being
associated with the individual vertices of the graph: with each vertex there is an array of values, indexed
from 1 . . | V (G) | —the j th value at vertex i records the length of the shortest path in G from vertex i to vertex j. This lets us view the APSP>0 problem as a graph problem that requires the computation of an output
value for each vertex in the graph. However, APSP>0 does not fall into the class of graph problems that
involve the computation of a single atomic value for each vertex u in the input graph, and so, as explained
below, some of our terminology in this section differs from the terminology that was introduced in Section
2.
Since MODIFIED measures the change in the input, the definition of MODIFIED remains the same
(and hence for a single-edge change to the graph | MODIFIED | = 2). In order to define AFFECTED,
which measures the change in the output, we view the problem as n instances of the SSSP>0 problem. Let
AFFECTEDu represent the set of affected vertices for the single-sink problem with u as the sink vertex.
We define | AFFECTED | for the APSP>0 problem as follows:
| AFFECTED | =

| V (G) |

Σ

u=1

| AFFECTEDu | .

Thus, | AFFECTED | is the number of entries in the dist matrix that change in value. We define the
extended size || AFFECTED || as follows:
|| AFFECTED || i =

| V (G) |

Σ

u=1

|| AFFECTEDu || i ,

Note that for a given change δ, some or all of the AFFECTEDu can be empty and, hence, || AFFECTED || i
may be less than | V (G) | . The parameter || δ || i in which we measure the incremental complexity of
APSP>0 is defined as follows:
|| δ || i = || MODIFIED || i + || AFFECTED || i .
The parameter | δ | is also similarly defined.
The definitions of AFFECTED, || AFFECTED || i , and || δ || i given above are clearly in the same
spirit as those from Section 2.
We now turn our attention to the problem of updating the solution to an instance of the APSP>0
problem after a unit change.
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The operations of inserting and deleting isolated vertices are trivially handled but for some concerns
having to do with dynamic storage allocation. Whether the shortest-path distances are stored in a single
two-dimensional array or in a collection of one-dimensional arrays, we face the need to increase or
decrease the array size(s). We can do this by dynamically expanding and contracting these arrays using
the well-known doubling/halving technique (see Section 18.4 of [10], for example). Assume the distance
matrix is maintained as a collection of n vectors (of equal size), where n is the number of vertices in the
graph. Whenever a new vertex is inserted, a new vector is allocated. Whenever the number of vertices in
the graph exceeds the size of the individual vectors, the size of each of the vectors is doubled (by reallocation). Vertex deletion is similarly handled, by halving the size of the vectors when appropriate. The
insertion or deletion of an isolated vertex has an amortized cost of O ( | V (G) | ) under this scheme: doubling
or halving the arrays takes time O ( | V (G) | 2 ), but the cost is amortized over Ω( | V (G) | ) vertex
insertion/deletion operations. A cost of O ( | V (G) | ) is reasonable, in the sense that the introduction or
removal of an isolated vertex causes O ( | V (G) | ) “changes” to entries in the distance matrix. Thus, in
some sense for such operations | δ | = Θ( | V (G) | ), and hence the amortized cost of the doubling/halving
scheme is optimal.
We now consider the problem of updating the solution after the insertion or deletion of an edge. As
explained in the previous section, it is trivial to generalize these operations to handle the shortening or
lengthening of an edge, respectively.
Proposition 2. APSP>0 has a bounded incremental algorithm. In particular, there exists an algorithm
DeleteEdgeAPSP>0 that can process an edge deletion in time O ( || δ || 2 + | δ | log | δ | ), and there exists an
algorithm InsertEdgeAPSP>0 that can process an edge insertion in time O ( || δ || 1 ).
3.2.1. Deletion of an Edge
The basic idea behind the bounded incremental algorithm for DeleteEdge APSP>0 is to make repeated use of
the bounded incremental algorithm DeleteEdge SSSP>0 as a subroutine, but with a different sink vertex on
each call. A simple incremental algorithm for DeleteEdge APSP>0 would be to make as many calls on
DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 as there are vertices in graph G. However, this method is not bounded because it would
perform at least some work for each vertex of G; the total updating cost would be at least Ω( | V (G) | ),
which in general is not a function of || δ || i for any fixed value of i.
The key observation behind our bounded incremental algorithm for DeleteEdge APSP>0 is that it is
possible to determine exactly which calls on DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 are necessary. With this information in
hand it is possible to keep the total updating cost bounded.
In the previous two paragraphs, we have been speaking very roughly. In particular, because
DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 as stated in Figure 1 actually performs the deletion of edge v → w from graph G (see
lines [2] and [33]), a few changes in DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 are necessary for it to be called multiple times in the
manner suggested above.
There is also a more serious problem with using procedure DeleteEdge SSSP>0 from Figure 1 in conjunction with the ideas outlined above. The problem is that DeleteEdge SSSP>0 requires that shortest-path
information be explicitly maintained for each sink z (i.e., there would have to be SP sets for each sink z).
For certain edge-modification operations, the amount of SP information that changes (for the entire collection of different sinks) is unbounded. In particular, when an edge v → w is inserted with a length such that
length (v → w) = dist (v, w), there are no entries in the distance matrix that change value, and consequently
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|| δ || 2 = || MODIFIED || 2 +

| V (G) |

Σ

u=1

|| AFFECTEDu || 2

= || MODIFIED || 2 .
Such an insertion can introduce a new element in the SP set for each of the different sinks, and thus cause a
change in SP information of size Ω( | V (G) | ). Thus, using DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 from Figure 1 as a subroutine
in DeleteEdgeAPSP>0 would not yield a bounded incremental algorithm.
The way around these problems is to define a slightly different procedure, which we name
DeleteUpdate, for use in DeleteEdgeAPSP>0 . Procedure DeleteUpdate is presented in Figure 5. DeleteUpdate is very similar to DeleteEdge SSSP>0 , but eliminates the two problems discussed above. DeleteUpdate
does not delete any edges; the deletion of edge v → w is performed in DeleteEdge APSP>0 itself (see line [1]
of Figure 6). In addition, DeleteUpdate does not need to update any SP information explicitly, because SP
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procedure DeleteUpdate(G, v → w, z)
declare
G: a directed graph
v → w: the edge that has been deleted from G
z: the sink vertex of G
WorkSet, AffectedVertices: sets of vertices
a, b, c, u, v, w, x, y: vertices
PriorityQueue: a heap of vertices
SP (a, b, c) ≡ (distG (a, c) = lengthG (a → b) + distG (b, c)) ∧ (distG (a, c) ≠ ∞)
begin
[1]
AffectedVertices := ∅
[2]
if there does not exist any vertex x ∈ SuccG (v) such that SP (v, x, z) then
[3]
/* Phase 1: Identify vertices in AFFECTED (the vertices whose shortest distance to z has increased). */
[4]
/*
Set AffectedVertices equal to AFFECTED. */
[5]
WorkSet := { v }
[6]
while WorkSet ≠ ∅ do
[7]
Select and remove a vertex u from WorkSet
[8]
Insert vertex u into AffectedVertices
[9]
for each vertex x ∈ PredG (u) such that SP (x, u, z) do
[10]
if for all y ∈ SuccG (x) such that SP (x, y, z), y ∈ AffectedVertices then Insert x into WorkSet fi
[11]
od
[12]
od
[13]
/* Phase 2: Determine new distances to z for all vertices in AffectedVertices. */
[14]
PriorityQueue := ∅
[15]
for each vertex a ∈ AffectedVertices do
[16]
distG (a, z) := min ({ lengthG (a → b) + distG (b, z) |
a → b ∈ E (G) and b ∈ (V (G) − AffectedVertices) } ∪ { ∞ })
[17]
if distG (a, z) ≠ ∞ then InsertHeap(PriorityQueue, a, distG (a, z)) fi
[18]
od
[19]
while PriorityQueue ≠ ∅ do
[20]
a := FindAndDeleteMin(PriorityQueue)
[21]
for every vertex c ∈ PredG (a) such that lengthG (c → a) + distG (a, z) < distG (c, z) do
[22]
distG (c, z) := lengthG (c → a) + distG (a, z)
[23]
AdjustHeap( PriorityQueue, c, distG (c, z))
[24]
od
[25]
od
[26] fi
end
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Figure 5. Procedure DeleteUpdate updates distances to vertex z after edge v → w is deleted from G.
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information is obtained when needed (in constant time) via the predicate SP (a, b, c):
SP (a, b, c) ≡ (dist (a, c) = length (a → b) + dist (b, c)) ∧ (dist (a, c) ≠ ∞).

Predicate SP (a, b, c) answers the question “Is edge a → b an SP edge when vertex c is the sink?”. This
check can be done in constant time.
The use of predicate SP (a, b, c) makes it important that the test in line [10] be carefully implemented. Recall that Phase 1 is similar to a (reverse) topological order traversal in the SP DAG for sink z.
We are interested in determining in line [10] if every successor of x in the SP DAG has already been
“visited” and placed in AffectedVertices; if so, then x can be placed in AffectedVertices too. In procedure
DeleteEdgeSSSP>0 we used the standard technique for performing a topological order traversal: a count was
maintained at each vertex of the number of its successors (in the SP DAG) not yet placed in AffectedVertices; when the count for a vertex x fell to zero, it was placed in the WorkSet.
Since we cannot afford to maintain a similar count (across updates to the graph), we need to perform the check in line [10] differently. Note that the check in line [10] can be performed multiple times for
the same vertex x. In fact, a vertex x can be checked outdegree (x) times. If we examine all successors of
vertex x each time, the cost of the repeated checks in line [10] for a particular vertex x can be quadratic in
the number of successors it has. Instead, the same total cost can be made linear in outdegree (x) by using
the following strategy.
The first time vertex x is checked in line [10] we count the number of vertices y in
(Succ (x) − AffectedVertices) that satisfy SP (x,y,z). Whenever vertex x is subsequently checked in line
[10] we decrement its count. We add x to the WorkSet when its count falls to zero.
Even this trick does not make the algorithm bounded in || δ || 1 . The reason is that the vertex x
checked in line [10] is not necessarily a member of AFFECTED, but we are forced to examine all successors of x. However, even if the tested vertex x is not a member of AFFECTED it is guaranteed to be a
predecessor of a member of AFFECTED. Consequently, the algorithm is bounded in || δ || 2 . In particular,
the cost of Phase 1 is bounded by O ( || MODIFIED || 1 + || AFFECTEDz || 2 ); the cost of Phase 2 is bounded
by O ( || AFFECTEDz || 1 + | AFFECTEDz | log | AFFECTEDz | ).
Procedure DeleteEdge APSP>0 is given in Figure 6.
h Procedure DeleteEdge APSP>0 actually maintains
representations of two graphs: graph G itself and graph G, the graph obtained by reversing the direction of
every edge in G. This costs at most a factor of two in space and time. Thus, while the value distG (u, v)
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procedure DeleteEdgeAPSP>0 (G, v → w)
declare
G: a directed graph
v → w: an edge to be deleted from G
AffectedSinks, AffectedSources: sets of vertices
v, w, x: vertices of G
begin
[1]
Remove edge v → w from E (G)
h
[2]
Remove edge w → v from E (G )
h
[3]
AffectedSinks := the set AffectedVertices from Phase 1 of DeleteUpdate(G, w → v, v)
[4]
AffectedSources := the set AffectedVertices from Phase 1 of DeleteUpdate(G, v → w, w)
[5]
for each vertex x ∈ AffectedSinks do DeleteUpdate(G, hv → w, x) od
[6]
for each vertex x ∈ AffectedSources do DeleteUpdate(G, w → v, x) od
end
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Figure 6. Procedure DeleteEdgeAPSP>0 updates the solution to APSP>0 after edge v → w is deleted from G.
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h

stored at vertex u of graph G is the length of the shortest path from u to v in G, the value
h distG (u, v) is the
length of the shortest path from v to u in G. Note that a single-sink problem in graph G is equivalent to a
single-source problem in graph G. Thus, we will henceforthhspeak in terms of “solving single-source problems” synonymously with “solving single-sink problems in G.”
Both of these graphs are updated, as described earlier, by updating a collection of single-sink
shortest-path problems on the corresponding graph. Exactly which single-sink
h problems need to be
updated in G is determined by solving a distinguished single-sink problem in G. The set AffectedVertices
identified during this process indicates which single-sink problems must be updated in G. Similarly, the set
AffectedVertices identified byhsolving a distinguished single-sink problem in G indicates which single-sink
problems must be updated in G. This duality is of crucial importance to achieving a bounded incremental
update algorithm.
(1)

(2)

The distinguished single-source problem
h is that of updating the distances from source-vertex v. This
can be expressed as DeleteUpdate(G, w → v, v). The set AffectedVertices found during Phase 1 of
this call indicates exactly which single-sink problems must be updated, for the following reasons:
(i)
For each vertex x ∈ AffectedVertices found during Phase 1, there is at least one vertex
(namely, vertex v) for which the length of the shortest path to x changed. That is, x is a sink
for which some of the distances are out of date.
(ii) Conversely, if z is any vertex for which there exists a vertex y such that the deletion of v → w
increases the length of the shortest path from y to z, then the old shortest path must have passed
through v → w; consequently, the length of the shortest path from v to z must have changed as
well. Thus, vertex
h z will be a member of AffectedVertices found during Phase 1 of the call on
DeleteUpdate(G, w → v, v).
By the dual argument, the set AffectedVertices found during Phase 1 of the call on
DeleteUpdate(G, v → w, w) indicates exactly which single-source problems must be updated.
Consequently, the cost of DeleteEdgeAPSP>0 is bounded by
O ( || MODIFIED || 2 +

| V (G) |

Σ

u=1

|| AFFECTEDu || 2 +

| V (G) |

Σ

u=1

| AFFECTEDu | 1 log | AFFECTEDu | ),

which in turn is bounded by O ( || δ || 2 + | δ | log | δ | ).
3.2.2. Insertion of an Edge
We now present a bounded incremental algorithm for the problem of updating the solution to APSP>0 after
an edge v → w of length c is inserted into G. Though similar bounded algorithms have been previously
proposed for this problem (see Rohnert [38], Even and Gazit [15], Lin and Chang [21], and Ausiello et al.
[2]), we present the algorithm for the sake of completeness. Note that the algorithms described by Rohnert,
Lin and Chang, and Ausiello et al. all maintain a shortest-path-tree data structure for each vertex, the
maintenance of which can make the processing of an edge-deletion more expensive (and unbounded).
As in the case of edge deletion, we may obtain a bounded incremental algorithm for edge insertion
as follows: compute AffectedSinks, the set of all vertices y for which there exists a vertex x such that the
length of the shortest path from x to y has changed; for every vertex y in AffectedSinks, invoke the
h
bounded incremental operation InsertEdge SSSP>0 with y as the sink. The dual information maintained in G
is updated in an identical fashion.
The algorithm InsertEdgeAPSP>0 presented in Figure 8 carries out essentially the technique outlined
above, but with one difference. It makes use of a considerably simplified form of the procedure
InsertEdgeSSSP>0 , which is given as procedure InsertUpdate in Figure 7. The simplifications incorporated
in InsertUpdate are explained below.
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procedure InsertUpdate(G, v → w, z)
declare
G: a directed graph
v → w: the edge that has been inserted in G
z: the sink vertex of G
WorkSet: a set of edges
VisitedVertices: a set of vertices
u, x, y: vertices
SP (a, b, c) ≡ (distG (a, c) = lengthG (a → b) + distG (b, c)) ∧ (distG (a, c) ≠ ∞)
begin
[1]
WorkSet := { v → w }
[2]
VisitedVertices := { v }
[3]
AffectedVertices := ∅
[4]
while WorkSet ≠ ∅ do
[5]
Select and remove an edge x → u from WorkSet
[6]
if lengthG (x → u) + distG (u,z) < distG (x,z) then
[7]
Insert x into AffectedVertices
[8]
distG (x,z) := lengthG (x → u) + distG (u,z)
[9]
for every vertex y ∈ PredG (x) do
[10]
if SP (y,x,v) and y ∉ VisitedVertices then
[11]
Insert y → x into WorkSet
[12]
Insert y into VisitedVertices
[13]
fi
[14]
od
[15]
fi
[16] od
end

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Figure 7. Procedure InsertUpdate updates distances to vertex z after edge v → w is inserted into G.

Recall the description of InsertEdgeSSSP>0 given in Section 3.1.2. InsertEdgeSSSP>0 makes use of an
adaptation of Dijkstra’s algorithm to identify shortest paths to sink v and update distance information.
However, in InsertUpdate, the DAG of all shortest paths to sink v is already available (albeit in an implicit
form), and this information can be exploited to sidestep the use of a priority queue. (Note that the insertion
of the edge v → w cannot affect shortest paths to sink v, since the graph contains no cycles of negative
length. Hence, the DAG of shortest paths to sink v undergoes no change during InsertEdge APSP>0 .) As
explained in Section 3.2.1, the predicate SP (a,b,v) can be used to determine, in constant time, if the edge
a → b is part of the DAG of shortest paths to sink v. This permits InsertUpdate to do a (partial) backward
traversal of this DAG, visiting only affected vertices or their predecessors.
For instance, consider the edge x → u selected in line [5] of Figure 7. Vertex x is the vertex to be
visited next during the traversal described above. Except in the case when edge x → u is v → w, vertex u
is an affected vertex and is the successor of x in a shortest path from x to v. The test in line [6] determines
if x itself is an affected vertex. If it is, its distance information is updated, and its predecessors in the
shortest-path DAG to sink v are added to the workset for subsequent processing, unless they have already
been visited. The purpose of the set VisitedVertices is to keep track of all the vertices visited in order to
avoid visiting any vertex more than once. For reasons to be given shortly, InsertUpdate simultaneously
computes AffectedVertices, the set of all vertices the length of whose shortest path to vertex z changes.
We now justify the method used in InsertEdgeAPSP>0 to determine AffectedSinks, the set of all vertices y for which there exists a vertex x such that the length of the shortest path from x to y has changed.
This set is the set of sinks for which InsertEdgeAPSP>0 must invoke InsertUpdate. Assume that x and y are
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procedure InsertEdgeAPSP>0 (G, v → w, c)
declare
G: a directed graph
v → w: an edge to be inserted in G
c: a positive real number indicating the length of edge v → w
AffectedSinks, AffectedSources: sets of vertices
v, w, x: vertices of G
begin
[1]
Insert edge v → w into E
(G)
hhhh
[2]
Insert edge w → v into E (G )
[3]
lengthG (v → w) := c
[4]
lengthGh (w → v) := c
h
[5]
AffectedSinks := the set AffectedVertices from InsertUpdate(G, w → v, v)
[6]
AffectedSources := the set AffectedVertices from InsertUpdate(G, v → w, w)
[7]
for each vertex x ∈ AffectedSinks do InsertUpdate(G, hv → w, x) od
[8]
for each vertex x ∈ AffectedSources do InsertUpdate(G, w → v, x) od
end
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Figure 8. Procedure InsertEdgeAPSP>0 updates the solution to APSP>0 after edge v → w of length c is inserted in G.

vertices such that the length of the shortest path from x to y changes following the insertion of edge v → w.
Then, the new shortest path from x to y must pass through the edge v → w. Obviously, the length of the
shortest path from v to y must have changed as well. Hence, AffectedSinks is the set { y | the length of the
shortest path from v to y changes following the insertion of edge v → w }. This set is precisely the set of
all affected vertices for the single-source shortest-path
problem with v as the source, i.e. the set Affech
tedVertices computed by the call InsertUpdate(G,w → v,v). This is how InsertEdgeAPSP>0 determines the
set AffectedSinks (see line [5] of Figureh8); InsertUpdate is then invoked repeatedly, once for each member
of AffectedSinks. The update to graph G is performed in an analogous fashion.
We now consider the time complexity of InsertEdgeAPSP>0 . Note that for every vertex
x ∈ AffectedSinks, any vertex examined by InsertUpdate(G,v → w,x) is in N (AFFECTEDx ). InsertUpdate does essentially a simple traversal of the graph <N (AFFECTEDx )>, in time O( || AFFECTEDx || ).
Thus, the total running time of line [7] in procedure InsertEdge APSP>0 is O( || δ || 1 ). Similarly, line [8] takes
h
time O( || δ || 1 ). Line [5] takes time O( || AFFECTEDv || 1,G ); line [6] takes time O( || AFFECTEDw || 1,G ).
Thus, the total running time of procedure InsertEdge APSP>0 is O( || δ || 1 ).
3.3. The Dynamic Circuit-Annotation Problem
A circuit is a DAG in which every vertex u is associated with a function Fu . The output value to be computed at any vertex u is obtained by applying function Fu to the values computed at the predecessors of
vertex u. The circuit-annotation problem, also known as the circuit-value problem, is to compute the output value associated with each vertex. Alpern et al. show that the incremental circuit-annotation problem
has a lower bound of Ω(2 | | δ | | ) under a certain model of incremental computation [1]. In this section we
develop an algorithm for the incremental circuit-annotation problem that runs in time O(2 | | δ | | ), under the
assumption that the evaluation of each function Fu takes unit time3. Previous to our work, no bounded

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
3

In general, it is not true that each function Fu in a circuit can be computed in unit time. For instance, it might be necessary to look at
the values of all the predecessors of vertex u in order to compute the value at u. In this case, it might be more reasonable to assume
that the cost of computation of Fu is proportional to the indegree of vertex u. A variant of the incremental algorithm presented in this
|| δ|| 2
section runs in O ( || δ || 2 . 2
) time under this assumption. We do not describe the variant here due to space limitations. See [29]
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algorithm for the dynamic circuit-annotation problem was known.
Consider a circuit whose vertices are annotated with (output) values. The value annotating vertex u
will be denoted by u.value. Vertex u is said to be consistent if its value equals function Fu applied to the
values associated with its predecessor vertices. The circuit is said to be correctly annotated if each vertex
in the circuit is consistent. A vertex is said to be correct if its value is the one it would have in a correct
annotation of the circuit. Note that a consistent vertex might be incorrect (but only if at least one of its
predecessors is incorrect). A change to the circuit consists of the insertion or deletion of a vertex u, or the
modification of the function Fu , or the insertion or deletion of an edge v → u. Obviously, if the initial circuit was correctly annotated, then at most vertex u could be inconsistent in the modified circuit. Consequently the dynamic circuit-annotation problem is: given an annotated circuit G, and a vertex u in G such
that every vertex in G except possibly u is consistent, compute the correct annotation of G. The vertex u is
the modified vertex.
Proposition 3. The dynamic circuit-annotation problem has a bounded incremental algorithm, which
processes a change δ in time O(2 | | δ | | ).
The algorithm outlined in this section is a change-propagation algorithm. In a change-propagation
algorithm, the output values of certain potentially affected vertices are recomputed. If the new value at any
vertex v is different from its original value (i.e., the value before the update began), v’s successor vertices
are deemed potentially affected. In order to avoid extra computation it is necessary to visit potentially
affected vertices in a topological-sort order. This requires maintaining information that assists in visiting
the vertices in a topological-sort order. This is the approach taken by Alpern et al.[1]. A DAG is said to be
correctly prioritized if every vertex u in the DAG is assigned a priority, denoted by priority (u), such that if
there is a path in the DAG from vertex u to vertex v then priority (u) < priority (v). Alpern et al. outline an
algorithm for the problem of maintaining a correct prioritization of a circuit in the presence of
modifications. They utilize the priorities in propagating changes in the circuit in a topological-sort order.
This, however, leads to an unbounded algorithm for the dynamic circuit-annotation problem. This is
because maintaining a topological-sort ordering or priority ordering of the DAG can require time
unbounded in terms of || δ || , since the topological ordering of the vertices might be greatly changed following modification δ, yet none of the output values might have changed. Thus, we cannot afford to maintain priorities or a topological ordering of the vertices of the circuit if we desire a bounded algorithm for
the dynamic circuit-annotation problem.
The change-propagation algorithm we describe below does not maintain any topological ordering of
the DAG (and hence, in general, does perform extra computations that will be undone later on). Instead,
the algorithm makes use of a relative topological-sort ordering of a set of vertices. Let H denote the subgraph of G induced by a set of vertices S. Any topological sorting of H is said to yield a relative
topological-sort ordering for S. Note in particular that if a vertex u topologically precedes vertex v in G
and all paths in G from u to v pass through some vertex not in S, then u need not come before v in a relative
topological-sort ordering for S. This is important because, in general, it is not possible to determine an
actual topological-sort ordering of of a set S (i.e., an ordering that accounts for all paths in G) in time
bounded by a function of | S | (or even || S || i for any fixed value of i). In contrast, under the assumption
that each vertex has a bounded number of successors, it is possible to determine a relative topological-sort
ordering of the vertices of S in time O( | S | ).

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
for details.
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We now outline an algorithm, called UpdateCircuit, that processes changes to a “binary” circuit in
time O(2 | | δ | | ). (A binary circuit is one in which every vertex has outdegree less than or equal to 2.) The
algorithm is described in Figure 9, and it works as follows. The algorithm initializes the set WorkSet to
consist of the modified vertex, which is the only vertex in the circuit that can be inconsistent. In each iteration of the loop in lines [3]-[12] the values of all the vertices in WorkSet are recomputed in a relative
topological-sort ordering. The set of all vertices in WorkSet that have a value different from their original
value is identified in line [5]. These vertices are said to be apparently affected—some of these vertices
may not be affected but just have a wrong value temporarily assigned to them. The set of all successors of
the apparently affected vertices, the potentially affected vertices, is identified in line [6]. The algorithm
halts if all the potentially affected vertices are already in WorkSet. Otherwise, the potentially affected vertices are added to WorkSet and the algorithm iterates through this process again.
Proposition 4. Procedure UpdateCircuit computes a correct annotation of G.
Proof. Consider the circuit as annotated when the procedure terminates. We show that every vertex in the
circuit is correctly annotated by induction on the vertices v of G in “topological-sort order”: we show for
every vertex v in G that the inductive hypothesis that every predecessor of v in G is correct implies that v is
itself correct.
hhhhhhh
hhhhhhh
Let WorkSet denote
the final value of WorkSet. First consider the case that v is in WorkSet. Since
hhhhhhh
the values for vertices
hhhhhhhin WorkSet have been computed in a relative topological-sort order, it follows that
every vertex in WorkSet is consistent. (Whenever v.value is recomputed, v becomes consistent. It can subsequently become inconsistent only if the value of some predecessor of v changes.) It follows that vertex v
is also correct since, according to the inductive hypothesis, all the predecessors of v are correct.
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procedure UpdateCircuit (G, u)
declare
G : an annotated circuit
u : the modified vertex in G
WorkSet, ApparentlyAffected, PotentiallyAffected : sets of vertices
v: a vertex
preconditions
Every vertex in V (G) except possibly u is consistent
begin
[1]
WorkSet := { u }
[2]
u.originalValue := u.value
[3]
loop
[4]
for every vertex v ∈ WorkSet in relative topological-sort order do recompute v.value od
[5]
ApparentlyAffected := { v ∈ WorkSet : v.value ≠ v.originalValue }
[6]
PotentiallyAffected := Succ (ApparentlyAffected)
[7]
if PotentiallyAffected ⊆ WorkSet then exit loop fi
[8]
for every vertex v ∈ (PotentiallyAffected − WorkSet) do
[9]
Insert v into WorkSet
[10]
v.originalValue := v.value
[11]
od
[12] end loop
end
postconditions
Every vertex in G is consistent
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Figure 9. An algorithm for the dynamic circuit-annotation problem.
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hhhhhhh

Now consider the case that v is not in WorkSet. Note that
the followinghhhhhhh
condition holds true when
hhhhhhh
the procedure terminates: if w and v vertices such that w ∈ WorkSet, hhhhhhh
v ∉ WorkSet, w → v ∈ E (G),
then w.value = w.originalValue. Hence, any predecessor
w
of
v
that
is
in
WorkSet
has the same value as it
hhhhhhh
did originally.
Since only the values of vertices in WorkSet could have changed, any predecessor of v that
hhhhhhh
is not in WorkSet has the same value as it did initially. Hence, v and all of its predecessors have the same
values as they did before the update. Since v was initially consistent (from the precondition of the procedure), it must still be consistent and, hence, correct. It follows that UpdateCircuit computes a correct
annotation of the circuit.
Proposition 5. Procedure UpdateCircuit computes the correct annotation of a binary circuit G in time
O(2 | AFFECTED | ).
Proof. The proof that the computed annotation is correct follows from Proposition 4. The proof of the
time complexity follows.
We first show that the algorithm adds at least one affected vertex to WorkSet in each of the iterations except possibly the last two. Assume that after the execution of line [7] in the i-th iteration of the
outer loop (lines [3]-[12]), every vertex in PotentiallyAffected−WorkSet is an unaffected vertex. In other
words, all the vertices that are added to WorkSet in the i-th iteration of the outer loop are assumed to be
unaffected vertices. Then, we can show that the circuit must be correctly annotated at this point using
induction on the vertices in a topological-sort order: we show for every vertex v in G that the inductive
hypothesis that every predecessor of v in G is correct implies that v is itself correct.
First consider the case that v is in WorkSet. Since the values for vertices in WorkSet have been
computed in a relative topological-sort order, it follows that every vertex in WorkSet is consistent. It follows that vertex v is also correct.
Now consider the case that v is in PotentiallyAffected−WorkSet. Thus, v is one of the vertices that
is added to WorkSet in the i-th iteration. Hence, v is an unaffected vertex, according to our hypothesis, and
is correct.
Let v be in neither PotentiallyAffected nor WorkSet. Then every predecessor of v must have the
same value as it did initially. (Otherwise, v would be in PotentiallyAffected.) Since v has the same value
as it did initially, and since v was initially consistent, it follows that v is still consistent. It follows that v is
correct.
Thus, the circuit has a correct annotation at the end of the i-th iteration. Hence, the subsequent
iteration will not change any of the output values. (Note that re-evaluation of a consistent vertex does not
change its value.) Consequently, the algorithm halts after the i +1-th iteration.
It follows from the above argument that the algorithm makes at most | AFFECTED | +1 iterations.
Because every vertex in the circuit has outdegree at most 2, at most 2 i new vertices can be added to
WorkSet during the i-th iteration. Hence, at the beginning of the i-th iteration, | WorkSet | ≤
The i-th iteration itself takes time O(2i ). The whole algorithm takes time O(

i −1

Σ 2 j = (2i −1).

j =0
| AFFECTED+1 |

Σ
i =1

2i ) =

O(2 | AFFECTED | ). `
Aside. There are obvious improvements that can be made to the above algorithm. WorkSet undergoes incremental changes during every iteration, and the various computations performed during each
iteration may be performed in an incremental fashion. Thus, for instance, there is no need to recompute the
value for every vertex in WorkSet during each iteration. Such changes improve the average-case performance, but the worst-case complexity would still be exponential in || δ || . Experimental results show that
with such improvements, the above algorithm is actually a practical one, at least in some contexts such as
language-sensitive editors. See [29]. End Aside.
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Note that even if the circuit G is not binary, UpdateCircuit will compute the correct annotation of
G. However, it may not do so in time bounded by any function of || δ || . The reason is that in procedure
UpdateCircuit, an unaffected vertex z, which by definition is initially correct, may be given an incorrect
value at some intermediate iteration i. Although, z’s correct value will ultimately be restored by the time
UpdateCircuit terminates, z’s successors are part of the WorkSet at the end of iteration i; because z is not
affected, this may cause | WorkSet | to be unbounded in || δ || .
We can, however, use procedure UpdateCircuit to obtain an O(2 | | δ | | ) algorithm for general circuits
as follows. Given a circuit G, we can construct a binary circuit G* that is equivalent to G in some sense, as
follows. Let u be a vertex in G with k successors v 1 , . . . , vk where k > 2. Replace u by k −1 vertices
u 1 , . . . ,uk −1 each of out-degree 2. Vertex u 1 has the same function and the same set of predecessors as
vertex u, and two successors v 1 and u 2 . For 1 < i ≤ k −1, vertex ui has a single predecessor ui −1 , and is
associated with the identity function. Each of these vertices except uk −1 has two successors vi and ui +1 .
uk −1 has two successors vk −1 and vk . G* is obtained from G by splitting all vertices of G with outdegree
greater than 2 in this fashion.
It is not really necessary to construct the circuit G*. We can effectively simulate the action of
UpdateCircuit on G * , given just G. This leads to an O(2 | | δ | | ) algorithm for general circuits.
4. LOWER-BOUND RESULTS: PROBLEMS THAT ARE NON-INCREMENTAL FOR
LOCALLY PERSISTENT ALGORITHMS
The class of locally persistent algorithms was introduced by Alpern et al. in [1]. What follows is their
description of this class of algorithms, paraphrased to be applicable to general graph problems.
A locally persistent algorithm may make use of a block of storage for each vertex of the graph.
(This may be directly generalized to permit storage blocks to be associated with edges, too.) The storage
block for vertex u will include pointers to (the blocks of storage for) the predecessor and successor vertices
of u. The storage block for u will contain the output value for u. The block may also contain an arbitrary
amount of auxiliary information, but no auxiliary pointers (to vertices, i.e., their storage blocks). No global
auxiliary information is maintained in between successive modifications to the graph: whatever information
persists between calls on the algorithm is distributed among the storage blocks for the vertices. An input
change is represented by a pointer to the vertex or edge modified. A locally persistent algorithm begins
with the representation of a change and follows pointers. The choice of which pointer to follow next may
depend (in any deterministic way) on the information at the storage blocks visited so far. For example, a
locally persistent algorithm may make use of worklists or queues of vertices adjacent to those vertices that
have already been visited. The auxiliary information at a visited storage block may be updated (again in
any way that depends deterministically on the information at the visited storage blocks).
In summary, these algorithms have two chief characteristics. First, any auxiliary information used
by the algorithm is associated with an edge or a vertex of the graph—no information is maintained globally. Second, the algorithm starts an update from the vertices or edges that have been modified and
traverses the graph using only the edges of the graph. In essence, the auxiliary information at a vertex or
edge cannot be used to access non-adjacent vertices and edges.
In this section, we show that the problem of graph reachability is unbounded for the class of locally
persistent algorithms (i.e., the problem has no bounded locally persistent incremental algorithm). We also
show, using reduction from reachability, that two large classes of problems—the closed-semiring path
problems and the meet-semilattice data-flow analysis problems—are unbounded for the class of locally
persistent algorithms. These lower bound results also hold with respect to a more powerful model of computation (a restricted pointer machine model), but we present only the proof for the class of locally persistent algorithms due to space considerations. The more general proof may be found in [29]
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Throughout the section, unless explicitly noted otherwise, the term “unbounded” is shorthand for
“unbounded for the class of locally persistent algorithms.”
4.1. The Single-Source Reachability Problem is Unbounded
Definition 6. (The single-source reachability problem: SS-REACHABILITY.) Given a directed graph G
with a distinguished vertex s (the source), determine for each vertex u whether u is reachable from s (i.e.,
whether there is a path in the graph G from s to u).
Proposition 7. SS-REACHABILITY is unbounded for locally persistent algorithms.
Proof. The lower bound is established by constructing a graph G and two “trivial” changes δ1 and δ2 in
the graph that are far “apart” such that there is some “interaction” between the two changes. The changes
are trivial in that both G+δ1 and G+δ2 have the same solution as G. The changes interact in that G+δ1 +δ2
has a different solution from G. The changes are far apart in a sense that we now define.
Given vertices u and v in an undirected graph G, let dG (u,v), the distance between u and v, denote
the length of (i.e., the number of edges in) the shortest path between u and v in G. If U and W are two sets
of vertices (or two subgraphs) of G, then dG (U,W) is defined to be the shortest distance between some vertex of U and some vertex of W. Thus, dG (U,W) = min { dG (u,v) | u ∈ U, v ∈ W }, if U and W are sets of
vertices. Similarly, if H and F are subgraphs of G, dG (H,F) = min { dG (u,v) | u ∈ V (H), v ∈ V (F) }.
Given a (directed) graph G, we will denote the underlying undirected graph by iGi. Assume that δ1
and δ2 are two modifications that convert graph G to graphs H 1 and H 2 , respectively. Let J denote the
union of the graphs iGi, H
iii1 and Hiii2 . (The union of two graphs iGi and iHi is the graph
∪
∪
(V (G
)
V
(H
),
E
(G
)
E
(H
)).)
ii
ii
ii
ii The distance dG (δ1 ,δ2 ) between the two modifications δ1 and δ2 to graph
G is defined to be dJ (MODIFIEDG,δ ,MODIFIEDG,δ ).
1

2

Consider the graph G shown in Figure 10. Let δ1 denote the deletion of the edge u → x and let δ2
denote the deletion of the edge v → y. Let H 1 and H 2 denote the graphs G+δ1 and G+δ2 , respectively.
Obviously, none of the vertices in H 1 or H 2 are affected, and thus, for any fixed value of i, || δ1 || i,G =
|| δ2 || i,G = O(1). The proof involves showing that a locally persistent algorithm cannot process both the
change δ1 to G and the change δ2 to G in constant time (i.e., time independent of the size of graph G or the
length of the dotted paths indicated in the figure).
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Figure 10. Graphs used in the proof that SS-REACHABILITY is unbounded for locally persistent algorithms.
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Consider any locally persistent incremental algorithm for SS-REACHABILITY. Let Trace (G′,δ′)
denote the sequence of steps executed by the algorithm in processing some change δ′ to some graph G′.
Consider the following two instances: the application of modification δ2 to graph G and the application of
modification δ2 to graph H 1 . Obviously, the update procedure must behave differently in these two cases,
and Trace (G, δ2 ) must be different from Trace(H 1 ,δ2 ) (because many vertices of H 3 = H 1 +δ2 are
affected, whereas no vertex in G+δ2 is affected). Since a locally persistent algorithm makes use of no global storage, this can happen only if both Trace (G, δ2 ) and Trace (H 1, δ2 ) include a visit to some vertex w
that contains different information in the graphs G and H 1 . But H 1 was obtained from G by making
change δ1 . Hence, the information at vertex w must have been changed during the updating that followed
the application of change δ1 to G. It follows that Trace (G, δ1 ) must contain a visit to vertex w. A characteristic of locally persistent algorithms is that if a vertex w is visited during the updating that follows the
application of change δ′ to graph G′, then every vertex in some path in graph iG′i from a modified vertex to
w must have been visited. Consequently, Trace(G, δ1 ) and Trace (G, δ2 ), between them, include visits to
every vertex on some path from x to y in iGi. Hence, the time taken for processing change δ1 to G plus the
time taken for processing change δ2 to G must be Ω(dG (δ1 ,δ2 )). But, dG (δ1 ,δ2 ) can be unbounded, i.e.,
Θ( | G | ). Hence, any locally persistent incremental algorithm for SS-REACHABILITY must be
unbounded. `
In the following sections we show that various path problems in graphs and various data-flow
analysis problems are all unbounded by reducing the reachability problem to these problems. The reductions utilize a “homomorphic embedding” of the reachability problem into these other problems.
4.2. Unbounded Path Problems
We now show that several other graph problems are also unbounded. These graph problems are best
described using the closed-semiring framework.

hh

Definition 8. A closed semiring ish a system
h (S, ⊕ , ⊗ , 0, 1) consisting of a set S, two binary operations
⊕ and ⊗ on S, and two elements 0 and 1 of S, satisfying the following axioms:

h

h

(1)

(S, ⊕ ,0) is a meet-semilattice with greatest
h element 0. (Thus, ⊕ is a commutative, associative,
idempotent operator with identity element 0. The meet operator will also be referred to as the summary operator.) Further, the meet (summary) of any countably infinite set of elements { ai | i ∈ N }
exists and will be denoted by ⊕ ai .

(2)
(3)

(S, ⊗ ,1) is a monoid. (Thus, ⊗ is an associative operator with identity 1.)
⊗ distributes over finite and countably infinite meets: ( ⊕ ai ) ⊗ ( ⊕ b j ) = ⊕ (ai ⊗ b j ).

(4)

a ⊗ 0 = 0.

h

h

i ∈ N

h h

i

j

i, j

hh

A unary operator *, called closure, of a closed semiring (S, ⊕ , ⊗ ,0,1) is defined as follows:
a* =def

h

∞

⊕ ai

i =0

where a = 1 and a i +1 = a i ⊗ a.
Different path problems in directed graphs are captured by different closed semirings. An instance
of a given path problem involves a directed graph G = (V, E) and an edge-labeling function that associates
a value from S with each e ∈ E.
Consider a directed graph G, and a label function l that maps each edge of G to an element of the
set S. The function l can be extended to map paths in G to elements of S as follows. The label of a path p
= [e 1 ,e 2 , . . . ,en ] is defined by l (p) = l(e 1 ) ⊗ l(e 2 ) ⊗ . . . ⊗ l(en ). If v, w are two vertices in the graph,
then C (v,w) is defined to be the meet (summary) over all paths p from v to w of l (p):
0
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C(v,w) =

⊕

v → pw

l (p).

The closed-semiring framework for path problems captures both “all-pairs” problems and “singlesource” problems. In an all-pairs problem, the goal is to compute C (v,w) for all pairs of vertices
v, w ∈ V (G). In a single-source problem, the goal is to compute only the values C (s,w) where s is the distinguished source vertex. In all these problems, (unit-time) operations implementing
the operators ⊕ , ⊗ ,
hh
and * are assumed to be available. More formally, let R = (S, ⊕ , ⊗ ,0,1) be a specific closed semiring.
The SS-R problem is defined as follows.
Definition 9. Given a directed graph G = (V, E), a vertex s in V, and an edge-labeling function l : E → S,
the SS-R problem is to compute C (s,w) for every vertex w in V. We say that (G, s, l) is an instance of the
SS-R problem.
In the dynamic version of the SS-R problem that we consider, the source vertex s is assumed to be
fixed.
For example, let R be the closed-semiring (R ≥0 ∪ { ∞ }, min, +, ∞, 0). Then, SS-R is nothing other
than the single-source shortest-path problem with non-negative edge lengths.
In this section we show that for any closed semiring R, the SS-R problem is unbounded. We first
show that the SS-R problem is “at least as difficult as” the SS-REACHABILITY problem, even for incremental algorithms, by “reducing” the SS-REACHABILITY problem to the SS-R problem, and conclude
that the SS-R problem is unbounded.
However, some caution needs to be exercised in making inferences about the unboundedness of a
problem via a reduction argument. If a problem P is unbounded and can be reduced to a problem Q in the
conventional sense, it does not necessarily follow that the problem Q is unbounded. For instance, consider
any unbounded problem P of computing some value S(u) for each vertex u of the graph. Consider the
(intuitively) “more difficult” problem Q of computing S(u) and T(u) for each vertex u of the graph, where
T(u) is defined such that it changes whenever the input changes. For example, let T(u) be the sum of the
number of vertices and the number of edges in the graph. If each input change consists of the addition or
deletion of a vertex or an edge, then by definition, whenever the input changes every vertex is affected.
Consequently, any update algorithm is a bounded algorithm, and Q is a bounded problem.
Showing that a problem Q is unbounded by reducing an unbounded problem P to Q involves the
following obligations: (1) We must show how every instance of problem P (i.e., the input) can be
transformed into an instance of problem Q, and how the solution for this transformed problem instance can
be translated back into a solution for the original problem instance. (2) We must show how any change δP
to the original problem instance can be transformed into a corresponding change δQ in the target problem
instance, and, similarly, how the change in the solution to the target problem instance can be transformed
into the corresponding change in the solution to the original problem instance. (3) We must show that the
time taken for the transformations referred to in (2) is bounded by some function of || δP || . (4) We must
show that || δQ || is also bounded by some function of || δP || . (5) Finally, since we are dealing with the
notion of unboundedness relative to the class of locally persistent algorithms, we must show that the
transformation algorithms referred to in (2) are locally persistent.

hh

Proposition 10. Let R = (S, ⊕ , ⊗ , 0, 1) be an arbitrary closed semiring. The SS-R problem is
unbounded for the class of locally persistent algorithms.
Proof. Given an instance of a single-source
h reachability problem (G, s), there is a linear-time reduction to
anhinstance of SS-R given by (G,
h s, λe.1). In the target problem instance, the summary value at v, C (s,v)
is 1 if v is reachable from s, and 0 otherwise.
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It is obvious that all the requirements laid down above for reduction among dynamic problems are
met by the above reduction. Therefore, SS-R is an unbounded problem. `
It follows from the above proposition that SSSP≥0 is an unbounded problem. However, as we saw
in Section 3.1, the very similar problem SSSP>0 has a bounded locally persistent incremental algorithm.
This illustrates that only certain input instances may be the reason why a problem is unbounded. For example, graphs with 0-length cycles are what causes SSSP≥0 to be unbounded. If the problematic input
instances are unrealistic in a given application, it would be appropriate to consider a suitably restricted version of the problem that does not deal with these difficult instances.
4.3. Non-Incremental Data-Flow Analysis Problems
In this section we show that all non-trivial meet-semilattice data-flow analysis problems are unbounded.
Data-flow analysis problems are often cast in the following framework. The program gives rise to a flow
graph G with a distinguished entry vertex s. Without loss of generality, s may be assumed to have no
incoming edges. The problem requires the computation of some information S(u) for each vertex u in the
flow graph. The values S(u) are elements of a meet semilattice L; a (monotonic) function M (e):L → L is
associated with every edge e in the flow graph; and a constant c ∈ L is associated with the vertex s. The
desired solution S(u) is the maximal fixed point of the following collection of equations:
S(s) = c
S(u) =

cddc

M(v → u)(S (v)), for u≠s.

v → u ∈ E (G)

Each semilattice L and constant c ∈ L, often the greatest or least element of the semilattice, determines a
data-flow analysis problem, which we call the (L,c)-DFA problem. An input instance of the problem consists of a graph G and a mapping M from the edges of G to L → L.
We now show that an arbitrary meet-semilattice data-flow analysis problem P is unbounded by
reducing SS-REACHABILITY to P.
Proposition 11. Let L be a meet-semilattice, and let c ∈ L. Then, the problem (L,c)-DFA is unbounded
for the class of locally persistent algorithms.
Proof. Let f be a function from L to L such that f (c) ≠ dcd . Given an instance ((V,E),s) of the singlesource reachability problem we can construct a corresponding instance ((V ∪ { t },E ∪ { (t → s) }),t,M) of
problem P where,
M (e) = f
M (e) = λx.x

if e = t → s
if e ≠ t → s.

The solution of this problem instance is given by: S (t) = c; if u ≠ t, then S (u) is f (c) if u is reachable from
s, and dcd otherwise. It follows from the unboundedness of SS-REACHABILITY that P is unbounded. `
The interpretation of the above result is that any locally persistent incremental algorithm for problem P is an unbounded algorithm. This does not by itself imply that the data-flow analysis problem P that
arises in practice is an unbounded one for locally persistent algorithms (in other words, if there is some
flexibility in defining the class of valid input instances for problem P). The above reduction shows that
some “difficult” input instances cannot be handled in time bounded by a function of || δ || . However, these
input instances may be unrealistic input instances in the context of the data-flow analysis problem under
consideration. We now argue that, in fact, this is not the case.
The first possible restriction on input instances relates to the flow graph. Ordinarily, frameworks
for batch data-flow analysis problems impose the assumption that all vertices in a flow graph be reachable
from the graph’s start vertex. Some data-flow analysis algorithms also assume that the data-flow graph is a
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reducible one. With either of these restrictions on input instances, the above reduction of SSREACHABILITY to problem P is no longer valid. However, we follow Marlowe [23], who argued that
these assumptions should be dropped for studies of incremental data-flow analysis (see Section 3.3.1 of
[23]).
The second possible restriction on input instances relates to the mapping M. Is it possible that realistic flow-graphs will never have a labeling corresponding to the “difficult” input instances shown to exist
above? We argue below that this is not so.
The reduction above associated every edge with either the identity function or a function f such that
f (c) ≠ dcd . The identity function is not an unrealistic label for an edge. (A skip statement, or more generally, any statement that modifies the state in a way that is irrelevant to the information being computed by
the data-flow analysis problem P is usually associated with the identity function.) As for the function f, we
now show that every non-trivial input instance must have an edge labeled by a function g such that
g (c) ≠ dcd . Consider any input instance (G, s, M) such that M (e)(c) = dcd for every edge e ∈ E (G). Since
M (e) must be monotonic, M (e)( dcd ) must also equal dcd . Then, the input instance (G, s, M) has the trivial
solution given by:
S(s) = c
S(u) = dcd for u≠s.
Hence, the edge-labeling M from the reduction used in the proof of Proposition 11 is, in fact, realistic.
In conclusion, note that the reduction used in the proof of Proposition 11 is independent of the class
of incremental algorithms proposed (i.e., locally persistent or otherwise). That is, the incremental version
of every data-flow analysis problem is at least as hard as the dynamic single-source reachability problem.
In other words, for a class of algorithms to have members that are bounded for any data-flow analysis problem, there must be an algorithm of the class that solves the single-source reachability problem in a bounded
fashion.
5. A Computational-Complexity Hierarchy for Dynamic Graph Problems
The results from Sections 3 and 4, together with some previously known results, allow us to begin to
understand the structure of the complexity hierarchy that exists when dynamic problems are classified
according to their incremental complexity with respect to locally persistent algorithms. The
computational-complexity hierarchy for dynamic problems is depicted in Figure 11. In the remainder of
this section we describe the results from other papers that have a bearing on this way of classifying
dynamic problems; some additional discussion of these problems can be found in Section 6.
The problem of incremental attribute evaluation for noncircular attribute grammars—how to
reevaluate the attributes of an attributed derivation trees after a restructuring operation has been applied to
the tree—was shown by Reps to be linear in || δ || [31] (see also [32] and [33]). Thus, the algorithm he
gave for the problem is asymptotically optimal. ([31] is also the first paper that we are aware of in which
an incremental algorithm is analyzed in terms of the parameter || δ || .)
The concept of a locally persistent algorithm is due to Alpern et al. [1]. Alpern et al. also established two results concerning the performance of incremental algorithms in terms of the parameter || δ || .
Their results concerned two problems: the dynamic circuit-annotation problem and the problem of maintaining a priority ordering in a DAG. In the dynamic priority-ordering problem, as the DAG is modified
the goal is to maintain priorities on the graph vertices such that if there is a path from v to w then
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UNBOUNDED

MEET−SEMILATTICE DATA−FLOW ANALYSIS PROBLEMS [Section 4.3]
SINGLE−SOURCE/SINK CLOSED−SEMIRING PATH PROBLEMS [Section 4.2]
SINGLE−SOURCE/SINK SHORTEST PATH (>= 0) [Section 4.2]
SINGLE−SOURCE/SINK REACHABILITY [Section 4.1]

EXPONENTIAL
|| δ ||
|| δ || 2
|| δ ||

2

WEIGHTED CIRCUIT−ANNOTATION PROBLEM ([29])
CIRCUIT−ANNOTATION PROBLEM [1], [Section 3.3]

POLYNOMIAL

|| δ || log || δ ||
|| δ ||

PRIORITY ORDERING [1]
ALL−PAIRS SHORTEST PATH (> 0) [Section 3.2]
SINGLE−SOURCE/SINK SHORTEST PATH (> 0) [Section 3.1]
ATTRIBUTE UPDATING [31]
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Figure 11. The computational-complexity hierarchy for dynamic problems that exists when problems are classified according to their incremental complexity in terms of the parameter || δ || with respect to locally persistent algorithms.
(In the figure, we do not distinguish between || δ || 1 and || δ || 2 . || δ || represents || δ || 1 in all cases except for APSP>0.)

priority (v) > priority (w).4 Alpern et al. established the following results concerning these problems:
(1)

(2)

They showed that, with both edge insertions and deletions permitted, the problem of maintaining
priorities in a DAG (as well as determining whether an edge insertion introduces any cycles) can be
solved in time O ( || δ || 2 log || δ || ). Their algorithm processes unit changes in time O ( || δ || log || δ || ).
They showed that any locally persistent incremental algorithm for the dynamic circuit-annotation
problem is Ω(2 | | δ | | ). (Each function associated with a vertex is assumed to be computable in unit
time.)

The latter result separates the class of inherently exponentially bounded dynamic problems from the class
of polynomially bounded dynamic problems. Recall that in Section 3.3 we give a bounded algorithm for
the dynamic circuit-annotation problem (where the bound is an exponential function of || δ || ). Previous to
our work, no bounded algorithm for the dynamic circuit-annotation problem was known.
6. Relation To Previous Work
A key contribution of this paper is that it sheds light on the general problem of analyzing the computational
complexity of incremental algorithms. Our work is based on the idea of measuring the cost of an incremental algorithm in terms of the parameter || δ || —which is related to the sum of the sizes of the changes in
the input and the output—rather than in terms of the size of the entire (current) input. The advantage of
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Note that the dynamic priority-ordering problem is somewhat different from the other problems we have looked at in that the
priority-ordering problem concerns a relation on graph vertices and labels, rather than a function from vertices to labels; that is, many
labelings are possible for a given graph. For problems like this, Alpern et al. define || δ || to be the size of the minimal change to the
current labeling needed to reach any of the solutions for the modified graph.
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this approach is that an analysis in terms of || δ || characterizes how well an algorithm performs relative to
the amount of work that absolutely must be performed. The paper presents new upper-bound results as
well as new lower-bound results. Together with some previously known results, our results help one to
understand the complexity hierarchy that exists when dynamic problems are classified according to their
incremental complexity with respect to locally persistent algorithms.
Ryder and Paull have remarked about the “inappropriateness of worst-case analysis for dynamic
algorithms”[40]; similar remarks have appeared in several other papers. However, our work shows that for
some dynamic problems it is not that worst-case analysis is inappropriate, but rather that an analysis carried out in terms of the parameter | input | is inappropriate. For example, when the cost of the computation
is expressed as a function of | input | , in the worst case no incremental algorithm for SSSP>0 can perform
better than the best batch algorithm; however, we have shown that there is an incremental algorithm for
SSSP>0 with (worst-case) performance O ( || δ || + | δ | log | δ | ).
The remainder of this section discusses how our results relate to previous work on incremental
computation and incremental algorithms.
6.1. Previous Work on Classifying Incremental Problems
The problem of classifying dynamic problems has been addressed in two previous papers, one by Reif [30]
and one by Berman, Paull, and Ryder [3]. One aspect of our work that sets it apart from both of these
papers is that we analyze incremental complexity in terms of the adaptive parameter || δ || , rather than in
terms of the size of the current input.
The paper by Reif primarily concerns an algorithm for the connectivity problem in undirected
graphs when edge deletions but not edge insertions are permitted [30]. 5 At the end of the paper, Reif lists a
number of dynamic problems “. . . with linear time sequential RAM algorithms on a single input instance,
but which seem to require a complete recomputation in the worst case if a single symbol of the input is
modified.” He observes that the problems on his list are not only interreducible, but that the reductions
meet two properties:
(P1) The reductions between problems in the group can be performed in linear time by a sequential RAM.
(P2) There exist suitable encodings such that if one symbol of input to an already computed reduction is
modified, the reduction can be updated in constant time by a sequential RAM.
Reif draws the following conclusion:
Consider the dynamic problem of processing a sequence of n single bit modifications to an input instance of . . . size n,
where the problem satisfies (P1) and (P2). It follows from (P1) and (P2) that if any of the resulting dynamic problems can
be solved in t (n) = o (n 2 ) time, then all these dynamic problems can be solved in O (t (n)) time.

Whereas Reif considers reductions between dynamic decision problems, the reductions that we
present in Section 4 are among dynamic optimization problems (where the output is a set or a mapping).
Because our goal is to characterize incremental complexity in terms of the parameter || δ || , an additional
property is needed beyond that of “linear-time reducibility with constant-time updatability” (i.e., P1 and
P2). To see why, suppose that there exists an O (f ( || δB || )) updating algorithm for problem B, where f is a
polynomial. In order to guarantee that a reduction of problem A to problem B provides an O (f ( || δA || ))
updating algorithm for problem A, problem encodings and reductions must meet the following property (in
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The only other permitted operations are queries of the form “Does there exist a path in the current graph between two given vertices?”, which must be answered on-line. For a graph in which the sum of the number of vertices and edges is n on which one performs n operations, Reif’s algorithm has total cost O (ng + n log n), where g is the genus of the graph.
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addition to P1 and P2):
(P3) For every instance IA of problem A and modification δA , the parameter || δB || I must be O ( || δA || I ),
B

A

where IB is the transformed form of IA and δB is the image of modification δA .
As in much of the previous work on incremental computation, Reif is concerned with measuring
incremental complexity in terms of the size of the input, whereas in this paper we explore the consequences
of measuring incremental complexity in terms of || δ || . On the other hand, it is not clear that it would
make sense to measure the complexity of dynamic decision problems in terms of || δ || .
A different approach to the problem of classifying dynamic problems was proposed in a paper by
Berman, Paull, and Ryder [3]. Berman, Paull, and Ryder classify dynamic problems through the notion of
an incremental relative lower bound (IRLB). An IRLB relates the worst-case time required for an dynamic
problem to the running time of the time-optimal algorithm for the batch problem. Some of the differences
between their approach and ours are as follows:
(1)

(2)

Whereas the work of Berman, Paull, and Ryder establishes relative lower bounds for dynamic problems, our work concerns “inherent” complexity bounds, that is, bounds expressed in terms of some
parameter of the problem itself. (In addition, we discuss upper bounds as well as lower bounds.)
The results of Berman, Paull, and Ryder on IRLB’s are expressed in terms of the time required by
the time-optimal algorithm for the corresponding batch problem and, in some cases, the size of the
input. Our results are expressed in terms of || δ || .

It is only fair to point out that both our work and the work of Berman, Paull, and Ryder fail to address adequately the issue of the use and maintenance of auxiliary information by an incremental algorithm. Such
information is crucial to the performance of some incremental algorithms, such as Reps’s algorithm for
updating the attributes of an attributed tree after a tree modification [31-33]. A second example is the
incremental string-matching algorithm described in Section 3.3 of Berman, Paull, and Ryder’s paper,
which falls outside the class of incremental algorithms for which their bounds apply because of the amount
of auxiliary information that the algorithm stores and maintains.
In Berman, Paull, and Ryder’s classification scheme, the class of problems with O (1) IRLB’s is the
class with the poorest incremental behavior. For these problems, it is possible to show that a single
modification, such as the insertion or deletion of a single edge in a graph, can change the problem to one
whose solution shares nothing in common with the solution of the original problem (thereby reducing the
batch problem to a “one-shot” dynamic problem).6 Thus, in the worst case, an incremental algorithm for a
problem with an O (1) IRLB cannot perform better than the best batch algorithm for the problem. However, this merely leaves us with the following conundrum: “In what sense is a proposed incremental algorithm an improvement over the (best) batch algorithm?”—or more generally, “How does one compare different incremental algorithms for a given problem, if they all have equally bad worst-case behavior (i.e.,
equally bad when their cost is measured in terms of the size of the current input)?”
Our work shows that if you measure work relative to the amount of work that absolutely must be
performed, the picture looks somewhat different. In other words, expressing the cost of an incremental
algorithm in terms of the parameter || δ || can sometimes be a fruitful way to compare different algorithms
for a problem with an O (1) IRLB (thereby leading to a way out of the conundrum).
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The arguments that Berman, Paull, and Ryder use to establish relative lower bounds for various problems are similar to the ones used
by Spira and Pan [43] and Even and Gazit [15] to establish that no incremental algorithm for the all-pairs shortest-path problem can do
better in the worst case than the best batch algorithm for the problem.
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Although knowing that a problem has an IRLB of O (1) is certainly a property of interest (since the
knowledge that there are modifications for which an incremental algorithm will perform no better than the
best batch algorithm answers the question “How bad can things get?”), we believe that our work demonstrates that the notion of an O (1) IRLB does not characterize the class of problems with inherently poor
incremental performance. In particular, using an argument of the kind given by Berman, Paull, and Ryder,
we can show that SSSP>0 is in the class of problems with O (1) IRLB’s:
Given an input graph G = (V, E) for SSSP>0, modify G by adding a new vertex v to V. For each vertex
vi ∈ V − { v, sink (G) }, add an edge vi → v with weight k/3, where k is the length of the shortest edge in the original
graph whose target is sink (G); in addition, add an edge v → sink (G), also with weight k/3. This construction can be carried out in Θ( | V | ) steps. The solution of SSSP>0 for the modified graph is immediate: dist (sink (G)) = 0, dist (v) = k/3,
and for each vertex w ∈ V − { v, sink (G) }, dist (w) = 2k/3 (since the shortest path from each such vertex w to sink (G) is
[w, v, sink (G)]). To create a graph that has the same solution as the original graph, we merely have to remove a single
edge, namely v → sink (G). Thus, we conclude that SSSP>0 has an IRLB of O (1).

However, as we have shown in Section 3.1 of this paper, there is a bounded incremental algorithm for
SSSP>0 with time complexity O ( || δ || + | δ | log | δ | ).
The fact that SSSP>0 has an O (1) IRLB and a polynomially bounded incremental algorithm is what
leads us to conclude that the notion of an O (1) IRLB does not characterize the class of problems with
inherently poor incremental performance. Thus, it is natural to ask: “What does characterize the problems
with inherently poor incremental performance?” Although we do not claim to have given such a characterization, we believe that this paper provides a model for how this question might ultimately be resolved:
(1)

(2)

As shown by the results presented both in this paper and in others, the computational complexity of
dynamic problems can sometimes be measured in a more refined manner by measuring costs in terms
of the parameter || δ || .
For the class of unbounded problems in our hierarchy of dynamic problems, there exist families of
modifications for which the amount of updating that must be performed is not related to || δ || by any
fixed function. In this paper we have shown the existence of unbounded problems only in a single
(and somewhat impoverished) model of incremental computation, namely the model of locally persistent algorithms. This model of incremental computation is flawed because it excludes from consideration any algorithm that makes use of locally stored pointers. These lower bound results, however, do hold with respect to more powerful models of computation. (See [29].) We believe that the
class of unbounded problems provides an example of the kind of characterization of the problems
with inherently poor incremental performance that one should look for in other (as yet unspecified)
models of incremental computation.

6.2. Previously Known Results Where Incremental Complexity is Measured in Terms of || δ ||
There have been a few previous papers in which incremental complexity has been measured in terms of the
parameter || δ || .
Attribute Updating
The first paper that we are aware of in which an incremental algorithm is analyzed in terms of || δ || is a
paper by Reps [31] (see also [32] and [33]).7 The problem discussed in that paper is incremental attribute
evaluation for noncircular attribute grammars—how to reevaluate the attributes of an attributed derivation
tree after a restructuring operation (such as the replacement of a subtree) has been applied to the tree. The
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In these papers, the parameter || δ || is referred to as | AFFECTED | .

7
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algorithm given is linear in || δ || and hence asymptotically optimal. Subsequently, other optimal algorithms were given for a variety of attribute-grammar subclasses, e.g., absolutely noncircular grammars [33]
and ordered attribute grammars [36, 45].
All of the algorithms cited above are locally persistent. In the case of the algorithms for noncircular
attribute grammars and absolutely noncircular attribute grammars, the cost of an operation that moves the
editing cursor in the tree is proportional to the length of the path along which the cursor is moved. (It is
necessary to perform a unit-cost update to the auxiliary information used by the attribute updating algorithm at each vertex on the path along which the editing cursor is moved.) For ordered attribute grammars,
however, a random-access movement of the editing cursor in the tree is a unit-cost operation.
There are also a variety of other attribute-updating algorithms described in the literature, including
one that handles k simultaneous subtree replacements in an n-node tree and runs in amortized time
O (( || δ || + k) . log n) [34], and another that permits unit-cost, random-access cursor motion for noncircular
attribute grammars and runs in amortized time O ( || δ || . √dnd ) [35]. These algorithms have “hybrid” complexity measures, in the sense that the running time is a function of the size of the current input as well as
|| δ || (i.e., the running time is of the form O (f ( | input | , || δ || )).
Priority Ordering and the Circuit-Value Problem
A paper by Alpern et al. [1] concerning the dynamic circuit-value problem and the problem of maintaining
a priority ordering in a DAG presents results on the incremental complexity of both problems in terms of
the parameter || δ || . The results from their work that are related to the ideas presented in this paper are as
follows:
(1)

(2)
(3)

They showed that, with both edge insertions and deletions permitted, the problem of maintaining
priorities in a DAG (as well as determining whether an edge insertion introduces any cycles) can be
solved in time O ( || δ || 2 log || δ || ). In the case of unit changes, their algorithm runs in time
O ( || δ || log || δ || ).
They defined the concept of a locally persistent incremental algorithm, and showed that a lowerbound on any locally persistent algorithm for the dynamic circuit-value problem is Ω(2 | | δ | | ).
They gave an (unbounded) algorithm for the dynamic circuit-value problem that used their dynamic
priority-ordering algorithm as a subroutine. In this algorithm, after a change to the graph, first priorities are updated; then, vertex re-evaluations are scheduled (via a worklist algorithm that uses a priority queue for the worklist). This algorithm runs in time
|| δPriorityOrdering || 2 log || δPriorityOrdering || + || δCircuitValue || log || δCircuitValue || .
Because the quantity || δPriorityOrdering || is not bounded by any function of || δCircuitValue || , this algorithm for the dynamic circuit-value problem is unbounded.

6.3. Previous Work on Incremental Shortest-Path Algorithms
Section 3.2 of this paper presents a bounded algorithm for the dynamic all-pairs shortest-path problem with
positive edge weights (APSP>0) (assuming the collection of vertices is fixed in advance). Previous to this
work no bounded algorithm was known for updating the solution to the all-pairs shortest-path problem after
the deletion of an edge. Though they do not use the concept of boundedness, Rohnert [38], Even and Gazit
[15], Lin and Chang [21], and Ausiello et al. [2] do provide bounded algorithms for updating the solution
to the all-pairs shortest-path problem after the insertion of an edge.
There have been three previous papers on handling edge deletion in APSP>0—by Dionne [11],
Rohnert [38], and Even and Gazit [15]—in which the analysis might be misinterpreted, on first reading, as
demonstrating that the algorithms are bounded. In fact, the algorithms given in all three papers have
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unbounded incremental complexity in general.
As we stated in the introduction, it is important not to confuse || δ || , which characterizes the
amount of work that it is absolutely necessary to perform for a given dynamic problem, with quantities that
reflect the updating costs for various internal data structures that store auxiliary information used by a particular algorithm for the dynamic problem. (Although costs of the latter sort do, in some sense, reflect “the
size of the change,” they do not represent an updating cost that is inherent to the dynamic problem itself;
one must ask how these costs compare with || δ || .) For example, with both Rohnert’s and Even and
Gazit’s algorithms for edge-deletion, the total updating cost depends on potentially unbounded costs that
arise because of the need to update various data structures used in the two algorithms. By contrast, in our
algorithm for APSP>0 all costs are bounded by || δ || , including all costs for updating the data structures
used by the algorithm.
In addition to maintaining the distance matrix for the graph, many of the incremental algorithms for
the all-pairs shortest-path problem are also capable of handling requests of the form “List a shortest path
from vertex x to vertex y” in time proportional to the number of vertices in the path reported by the algorithm. Our procedures DeleteEdge APSP>0 and InsertEdgeAPSP>0 can be generalized to maintain one shortest
path between any pair of vertices without increasing their asymptotic time complexity.
Other previous work on how to maintain shortest paths in graphs incrementally includes papers by
Murchland [25, 26], Loubal [22], Rodionov [37], Halder [18], Pape [27], Hsieh et al. [20], Cheston [8],
Goto et al. [16], Cheston and Corneil [9]; however, none of the papers in this group analyze either the
single-source or the all-pairs problem in terms of the parameter || δ || , and furthermore, when such an
analysis is made, none of the algorithms presented in these papers turns out to be bounded.
6.4. Other Related Work
For batch algorithms, the concept of measuring the complexity of an algorithm in terms of the sum of the
sizes of the input and the output has been explored by Cai and Paige [4, 5] and by Gurevitch and Shelah
[17]. In this paper, we measure the complexity of an dynamic algorithm in terms of the sum of the sizes of
the changes in the input and the output.
A number of papers in the literature on dynamic algorithms concern incremental data-flow analysis
[6, 23, 24, 39, 40, 46]. However, only one other paper has ever examined the question of whether incremental data-flow analysis is, in any sense, an “intrinsically hard” problem: Berman, Paull, and Ryder show that
a number of incremental data-flow analysis problems have O (1) IRLB’s [3], which puts them in the class
of problems with the poorest incremental behavior (in the sense of Berman, Paull, and Ryder). On the
other hand, what an O (1) IRLB signifies is merely that the worst-case behavior of a dynamic algorithm for
such a problem can be no better than that of the best algorithm for the batch version of the problem. In
addition, the fact that SSSP>0 has an O (1) IRLB and a bounded dynamic algorithm re-opens the question
of whether incremental data-flow analysis really is inherently difficult. Our results from Section 4 show
that, under the model of locally persistent algorithms, incremental data-flow analysis problems are
unbounded—and hence in this model they are inherently difficult problems. (However, this model is a
very restricted model of incremental computation, and the question is open as to whether there exist any
bounded incremental data-flow analysis algorithms outside the class of locally persistent algorithms.)
To establish lower bounds on dynamic problems, it is necessary to have a model of incremental
computation. In this paper all lower-bound results apply to the locally persistent algorithms, a model of
incremental computation that was defined by Alpern et al. [1]. The paper by Spira and Pan that establishes
lower bounds on updating minimum spanning trees and single-source shortest paths in positively weighted
graphs makes an assumption that is not exactly the same as restricting attention to only locally persistent
algorithms, but is similar in spirit:
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. . . we have discussed updating where only the answer to the problem considered is retained. It seems likely that if intermediate information in obtaining the original solution is kept, improvements will be possible. We have not investigated
this. ([43], p. 380).

What is unsatisfactory about these models of incremental computation is that, at best, only very limited use
of auxiliary storage is permitted. Berman, Paull, and Ryder do discuss a model of incremental computation
that has somewhat fewer restrictions on the use of auxiliary storage [3]; however, in their model the cost of
initializing any auxiliary storage used must be less than the cost of running the optimal-time batch algorithm for the problem. There are certainly reasonable dynamic algorithms that, because of the amount of
auxiliary information that the algorithms store and maintain, lie outside the class of algorithms covered by
Berman, Paull, and Ryder’s model. (For instance, see Section 3.3 of [3].) Thus, a desirable goal for future
research is to develop a better model of incremental computation that better addresses the issue of the use
and maintenance of auxiliary storage by dynamic algorithms.
As a final closing remark, it should be noted that although most dynamic algorithms that have been
proposed are unbounded in the sense of the term used in this paper, from a practical standpoint such algorithms may give satisfactory performance in real systems. For instance, Hoover presents evidence that his
unbounded algorithm for the circuit-value problem performs well in practice [19]; Ryder, Landi, and Pande
present evidence that the unbounded incremental data-flow analysis algorithm of Carroll and Ryder [6] performs well in practice [41]; Dionne reports excellent performance for some unbounded algorithms for
APSP>0 [11].
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